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A B S T R A C T
In 1932, E. W itt showed how the collection of bilinear forms over a field E  can 
be made into a ring called the W itt ring, W  (E ), of E.  Properties of bilinear forms 
over a field often are reflected in the algebraic properties of its W itt ring. Perlis, 
Szymiczek, and Conner give criteria for global fields to be Witt equivalent; that is, to 
have isomorphic W itt rings. We refine these criteria to obtain finite, necessary and 
sufficient conditions to insure W itt equivalence of number fields. These conditions 
yield several finiteness statements for forms over number fields. Among them, for 
a fixed degree n G N, the number of W itt equivalence classes of number fields of 
degree n  is finite.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
In 1932, E. W itt showed how the collection of bilinear forms over a field E  can be 
made into a ring, called the Witt ring, W (E ) ,  of E.  Often, properties of bilinear 
forms over E  are reflected in the properties of its W itt ring. In [P-S-C], Perlis, 
Szymiczek, and Conner study Witt equivalence, or isomorphism of W itt rings, for 
global fields (number fields or function fields in one variable over finite fields) of 
characteristic not 2. They define an equivalence of the laws of Hilbert symbol reci­
procity, or reciprocity equivalence, for these global fields; moreover, they prove that 
these global fields are W itt equivalent if and only if they are reciprocity equivalent.
In this dissertation we simplify the criteria of [P-S-C] to obtain finite, necessary 
and sufficient conditions for number fields to be W itt equivalent. Namely, given 
number fields K  and L,  their W itt rings W  {K) and W  (L) are isomorphic if and 
only if:
A ) r i (K )  =  ri(L)
B ) - 1  € K*2 &  - 1  € L*2
C) there exists a bijection
Dyadic 
Prime I 
Ideals (
of K J
{Dyadic Prime 
Ideals 
of L
such that if P Q, then 
[.K p  : Q2] =  [L q  : Q2] 
and - 1  € K p 2 - 1  € L q2
where r\{K)  denotes the number of distinct embeddings of the field K  into the 
field of real numbers. These conditions are simple enough to allow one to quickly 
read off whether or not two given number fields are W itt equivalent. In addition, 
they yield more general results about forms over number fields, two of which are 
finiteness statements.
Fix a degree n G N. W itt equivalence partitions the set of number fields of 
degree n into classes; tha t is, two fields are in the same class if and only if they have
2isomorphic W itt rings. The first finiteness theorem states tha t the number of W itt 
equivalence classes of number fields of degree n  is finite.
The second finiteness result concerns the classification of reciprocity equivalences 
into two types, tame and wild, which are defined as follows. [P-S-C] shows that a 
reciprocity equivalence canonically induces isomorphisms between the local square- 
class groups. If such a local map sends the square class of a local prime element 
to the square class of a local unit, then the reciprocity equivalence is wild at the 
(finite) place P  which corresponds to the given localization; otherwise, it is tame at 
P.  The wild set of a reciprocity equivalence consists of all (finite) places at which 
the equivalence is wild. It is conjectured that reciprocity equivalences with infinite 
wild sets really do exist. We do not discuss this here; however, we do show for our 
second finiteness result that whenever a reciprocity equivalence exists (infinite wild 
set or not), it can be replaced by another equivalence whose wild set is finite.
Chapter II focuses on equivalence at the local level. Namely, given a number field 
K  and a place P  of K,  we study the local square-class group K p / K j ?  as an inner 
product space over F 2, where the inner product is given by the local Hilbert symbol. 
Kaplansky has classified inner product spaces over F2. For our spaces, Kaplansky’s 
results imply tha t these local inner product spaces are classified, up to isometry, by 
the number of square classes and whether or not -1 is a local square. Next, we take 
a finite set S  of places of K  where S  contains S ^ ,  the set of all infinite places of K.  
If we let G(S) denote the direct product of the local square-class groups Kp/Kjp  
over all places P  of S, then there is a natural map i s  from the group Uk (S) /Uk (S)2 
of 5-units of K  modulo squares to G(5). Our main technical lemma is, for suitable 
sets 5, to identify the image of the 5-units modulo squares in G(S)  or, equivalently, 
to identify the cokernel of the map i s ; this is our Cokernel Lemma.
[P-S-C] shows how to  obtain a reciprocity equivalence between two number fields 
K  and L, assuming one is presented with a small equivalence; that is, a commutative 
diagram
V,<(S)/Uk ( S Y  — ^  G(S) 
tss' jn * p
UL{S')/Ul (S ’)2 G{S')
3where S, S'  is a pair of suitable sets of places of K , L  respectively, and tp  is a 
group isomorphism of the local square-class groups Kp/K$?  and L ^ P/ L ^ P (for 
some bijection T  : S  —► S'). Chapter III is devoted to proving that the conditions
A ), B ), and C) imply the existence of a small equivalence. The idea is as follows: 
we begin with the sets S, S ' of all infinite and dyadic places of K, L  respectively, 
and determine the obstruction to this pair yielding a small equivalence. First, we 
must guarantee that the maps i s  and i s1 are injective. It turns out that this is 
forced when the S — and S '—class numbers of K  and L  are odd; to accomplish 
this, we add finitely many prime ideals to each of S, S '. Next, it is clear that 
we can define an isomorphism t s s < yielding a small equivalence if and only if the 
image of ( F tp e s ^ )  ° ^es *n image of *s'* For this, we let H(S)
be the set of all elements x  in Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 whose image in G(S') lies in the 
group is> (Ul (S ') /Ul (S ') 2) . The pair S, S ' gives a small equivalence if and only if 
H{S) = UK {S)/UK {S)2-, that is, if and only if
dimF2 (Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 / H { S ) ) = 0 .
In general, this obstruction is non-zero (although it is always finite). The key 
is to  prove tha t each of S  and S'  can be augmented in such a way as to make 
the obstruction decrease; the Obstruction-Killing Lemma does this. Repeating 
this process finitely many times, we obtain a small equivalence, hence by [P-S-C, 
Theorem 1], a reciprocity equivalence between K  and L.
At this point, we have shown that the conditions A ), B ), and C) axe sufficient 
for the existence of a small equivalence which, in turn, is sufficient for the existence 
of a reciprocity equivalence. One easily shows tha t reciprocity equivalent fields 
satisfy the conditions A ), B ), and C ). Thus the weakest criteria, conditions A ),
B ), and C ), are seen to be necessary and sufficient for the existence of a reciprocity 
equivalence. We combine these observations in Chapter IV to conclude:
THEOREM. Let K  and L be number Reids. The following are equivalent:
(1) K  and L  are Witt equivalent.
(2) K  and L are reciprocity equivalent.
(3) There is a small equivalence between K  and L.
(4) K  and L satisfy conditions A ), B ), and C).
4The remainder of Chapter IV is devoted to the study of consequences of this 
theorem. To illustrate the power of the conditions A ), B ), and C ), we classify the 
quadratic number fields up to W itt equivalence; they had been classified previously 
by A. Czogala up to tame equivalence (see [Cz]).
C H A P T E R  I 
P re lim in a rie s
§1.1. In tro d u c tio n
As the title suggests, this chapter is essentially a review of basic concepts and 
results. No attem pt is made to prove the material presented here, although refer­
ences are given in most cases. A brief perusal of this chapter is encouraged, as we 
establish much of our notation in these sections. In addition, we include several 
observations which may be of interest in subsequent chapters.
§1.2. A  R ev iew  o f B asic  F o rm  T heo ry
Let E  be a field and (F,/3) be an inner product space over E.  That is, V  is an 
E-vector space and /? a symmetric bilinear form over E.
Definition 1 .1: The E-inner product space (V,/3) is regular or non-degenerate if the 
map
A dp : V — +HomE {V,E) 
x \— ►/?( ,x)
is an E-vector space isomorphism (where HomE{V,E)  denotes the vector space 
dual of V).
In this dissertation, it is to be understood that all inner product spaces are regular, 
whether explicitly stated or not.
Let (V,/3) be an E-inner product space and W  a subspace of V .
6Definition 1.2 : The orthogonal complement, W-1-, of W  is the subspace of V  defined 
by
W x =  { x € V \ P { x , W )  = 0}.
We observe tha t (W,(3) is an E-inner product space if and only if
W r \ W ± =  {o}
(where “/?” is understood to  mean /3 restricted to W ).  It is always true, however, 
that
dimjsW  +  dim# =  dime  V,
for any subspace W  of V  (where dim s W  denotes the dimension of the subspace W  
over the field E ). As we indicated above, the subspaces W  and W 1- of V  do not 
have to be distinct. In fact, when W  — W 1-, we make the following definition:
Definition 1.3: The subspace W  is called a metabolizer of (V,/3) if W  = W ± .
Let (Vi,/?i) and (V2j/?2) be inner product spaces over E.  In Chapter II, we will be 
interested in determining when two inner products are the “same” in the following 
sense:
Definition 1.4: The spaces (Vi,/?i) and (^25/^ 2) are said to be isometric if there 
exists an E-linear isomorphism
r : Vi — ► V2
such that
Px{x,y) =  /?2( rx ,ry )  for all x, y € Vi.
The isomorphism r is called an isometry of (Vi,/3i) and (V ^,^)-
Given two E-inner product spaces (Vl 5/?i) and (V2, /?2) » we can add them as 
follows. Let (Vi,/?i) © (V2,/?2) denote the E-inner product space
(Vj © V2 > Pi © ^ 2)5
7where Vi ® V2 is the direct sum of the vector spaces V\ and V2 ; since every vector 
w in Vi ® V2 can be written uniquely as w = Vi ffi V2 with ut- G V, for i =  1 , 2 , we 
define
{Pi ® P2) («>) =  Pi{vi)  +  Pi{v2)-
Two spaces (V\,P i ) and are said to be equivalent, (Fi,/?i) ~  if
(Fi,/?i)®  (V2, — P2 ) has a metabolizer (observe that isometric spaces are equivalent). 
This relation forms an equivalence relation on the set of all isometry classes of E-  
inner product spaces. This set of equivalence classes has a natural ring structure; 
this ring is called the Witt ring, W  (E ), of E.
One way to compare forms over a number field K  with those over another num­
ber field L  is to determine whether or not their W itt rings are isomorphic. Since 
isomorphism of W itt rings induces an equivalence relation on the set of all number 
fields, we make the following definition:
Definition 1.5: Let K  and L  be number fields. Then K  and L  are said to be Witt 
equivalent,
K ~ L ,W
if and only if W {K )  “  W { L ).
§1.3. Som e F u n d a m en ta l R e su lts  from  N u m b e r T h eo ry
Let K  be a number field and Ok  its ring of integers. A place of K  is an equivalence 
class of valuations on K,  represented by either an embedding of K  into the field 
of real numbers, a pair of complex conjugate embeddings of K  into the complex 
numbers, or a prime ideal of Ok - The first two represent archimedean valuations 
of K  and are called infinite places or infinite primes of K .  The third is referred to 
as a finite place of K  and represents a non-archimedean valuation of K . Therefore 
a place of K  is either a prime ideal of Ok  or an infinite prime of K .  By a “prime 
ideal of K ” we mean a prime ideal of Ok - We write fIk  to denote the set of all 
places of K .  Soo is defined to be the set of all infinite places of K.
8The following list consists of three basic results from number theory which we 
use frequently throughout this paper. No attem pt is made to prove them here; we 
state them primarily for the sake of clarity.
(1) Let r\{K)  represent the number of real infinite primes of K  and r ^ K )  the 
number of complex infinite primes of K .  These two quantities are related in 
the following way:
r1{K) + 2 - r 2{K) = \K-.Qj\
where [K  : Q] denotes the degree of K  over Q, the field of rational numbers.
(2) Let L / K  be a finite extension of number fields and p  a prime ideal of K .  
The Ol ~ideal p ’ Ol uniquely factors in Ol as a product of prime Ojr,-ideals, 
say
p - 0 L = P ?  P ? - - - P eg°
where {P»}f=1 are distinct prime O^-ideals and e* > 1 for all i =  1, 2 , . . .  ,<7. 
The Fundamental Equality of (Algebraic) Number Theory (see [Me,Theorem 
21] states that
: K f \ = [L : K)
1 = 1
where Lp{ and K p denote the p-adic completions of L  at Pt- (for all i =  
1 ,2 , . . . ,  g) and K  at p, respectively.
(3) The Hasse-Minkowski Principle (see [Lin, Pgs. 168-171]) is a well-known 
result for forms over global fields (number fields or function fields in one 
variable over finite fields). In Chapter IV we refer to the following corollary 
of the Hasse-Minkowski Principle, called the Global Square Theorem:
G l o b a l  S q u a r e  T h e o r e m .  Let K  be a number field and o e  K*. Then
a E K *2 <=i> a E for all places P  in O jf .
In other words, the element a is a square in K  if and only if it is a square in 
the p-adic field K p  for every place P  of K.
§1.4. H ilb e r t  Sym bols an d  R ec ip ro c ity  E quivalence
9
Let E  be a field. By an element a of the square-class group E*/E*2 of E,  we 
mean the square class of the element a in E*.
Given a number field K,  fix a place P  of K  and elements a,b £ K * /K * 2.
Definition 1 .6 : The Hilbert symbol (a,b)p is defined by
, f + 1  if there exist x ,y  £ K p  for which ax2 + by2 =  1(a, b)p = <
1 —1 otherwise.
Below we recall several important properties of Hilbert symbols. The first is essential 
to the development of the local inner product spaces which we study in Chapter II:
N o n - d e g e n e r a c y  of  t h e  H ilbert  Sy m b o l . Fix a place P  of  the number held 
K. Given any element a £ K * /K * 2, we have
(a, b)P = 1 for all b £ K * / K*2 &  a £  K*P2]
that is, i f  and only i f  a is a local square at P.
In particular, a /  1 in K * /K * 2 implies that there exists an element b £ K * /K * 2 
for which (a, b)p = - 1  (see [Lm, Theorem VI.2.16]).
From the definition, one easily shows that Hilbert symbols are symmetric:
1) (a,b)P = (b,a)P 
and bi-multiplicative:
2 ) (a ,6c)p =  (a, 6)p (a,c)p
3) (ab,c)P = (a,c)P (b,c)P.
Similarly, one can establish:
4) (a, l )p  = 1 for all a £ K * / K*2 
and
5) ( o , o ) p  =  ( o , - l ) P for all a £ K * /K * 2.
We remark that whenever a, b £ K * /K * 2, then (a, b)p =  1 for almost all places P  
of K.  With this in mind, we state perhaps the most important property of Hilbert 
symbols, the reciprocity law:
10
H i l b e r t ’s R e c i p r o c i t y  Law . Let K  be a number Aeld and a, b e  K * . Then
Jj[ ( a , b ) P  = l.
pen*
This relationship between the symbols {(a, 6)p}penK is useful for calculating either 
one symbol (a, b)p at a particular place P  or a product I lp e s ( a ’^)p symbols 
(where S  is some proper subset of H k), provided the product of the remaining 
symbols is known.
We are now in a position to define an equivalence of Hilbert symbol reciprocity 
laws, or reciprocity equivalence, between two number fields, (see [P-S-C , Introduc­
tion]):
Definition 1.7: A reciprocity equivalence between number fields K  and L  is a pair 
of maps (£, T) where
T  : f — > 0  £,
is a bijection between the set VIk  of all places of K  and the set VIl of all places of 
L  and
t : K * /K * 2 — > L*/L*2
is a group isomorphism of the square-class groups K * /K * 2 and L*/L*2, which 
together preserve the Hilbert symbols
(a, b ) p  —  ( t a , t b ) T P  
for all elements a, b e  K * /K * 2 and for all places P  e  VIk-
§1.5. T he S -Ideal C lass G ro u p
Let K  be a number field and S  C VIk a finite set of places of K  with Sqq C S. 
The ring, O k  (S), of S-integers in K  consists of all elements of K  which axe integers 
at every prime ideal P  of O k  not in S:
Ok{S)  =  { x  e  K  | ordp(x) > 0 for all prime ideals P  ^  S}.
11
Observe that the ring Ok  of integers of K  is contained in the ring Ok (S) of 5- 
integers of K,  since x E Ok  implies ordp(x) > 0 for all prime ideals P  of Ok - The 
group Uk (S) of S-units of K  is the subgroup of 0 ^ ( 5 )  consisting of all 5-integers 
which are units at every prime ideal P  not in 5. That is, x  E Ok {S) is an 5-unit 
if and only if ordp(x) =  0 for all prime ideals P  E Qk  \  S.  As with the rings 
of integers, the group Uk  of units of Ok  is always contained in the group Uk (S) 
of 5-units of K .  We will use the notation Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 to denote the group of 
S-units of K  modulo squares .
Given a number field K,  recall that the set of fractional Ojf-ideals, modulo the 
principal O^-ideals, forms a group called the ideal class group, C(K), of K .  It is a 
finite group for every number field K .  The order of the ideal class group is called 
the ideal class number, h(K),  of K .
Given 5  C fiK a finite set of places of K  with S qq C 5, we can make a similar 
construction. The set of all fractional Oj<-(5)-ideals forms a multiplicative group. 
If we mod out by the subgroup of principal Oj^(5)-ideals, we obtain a group called 
the S-ideal class group, C S (K), of K  . The order of this group is also finite and 
denoted by hs (K),  the S-ideal class number of K  . There is a natural epimorphism
C(K)  — ► C S( K ) — ► 1
which implies
hs {K) \h{K).
That is, the 5-ideal class number of K  divides the ideal class number of K.
C H A P T E R  II  
L ocal In n e r  P ro d u c t  Spaces
§11.1. In tro d u c tio n
Let K  be a number field and P  a place of K\  then the local square-class group 
K p / K j ?  is an F 2-vector space. The Hilbert symbol ( , )p  can be viewed as an Fa- 
valued inner product on K p / K ’p  if Fa is identified with the multiplicative group 
{±1}. From this perspective, we can use the theory of inner product spaces to ex­
amine local equivalence. For example, Kaplansky classifies Fa-inner product spaces 
in [Ka]. Interpreting these results for the spaces (K p /K 1 p , (  , )p ) , we see that 
they are classified, up to isometry, by the number of square classes and whether or 
not -1 is a local square. This observation, which we call Kaplansky’s Lemma, turns 
out to be one of our most valuable tools, as its frequent use illustrates.
Next, given a finite set 5  of places of K  with Soo C 5, put
G(S) =  n  K p / K p  and ( , >s  =  n  ( , )p-
Pes Pes
Then (G (5),( , )5) is an Fa-inner product space in the obvious way. There is a
natural map i s  from the group Uk [S)/Uk {S)2 of 5-units of K  modulo squares
to G (5). The main technical result of this dissertation is, for suitable sets 5, to 
identify the cokernel of the map i s . The Cokernel Lemma, which concludes Chapter 
II, accomplishes this by describing the cokernel of is  in terms of the generalized ideal 
class group of K  associated to a cycle on K  canonically determined by 5.
§11.2. T he  In n e r  P ro d u c t  Space (Kp/K*p,{  , )p)
Let K  be a number field and P  a place of K.  As we noted above, the local 
square-class group K p/K 'p '  can be viewed as an F 2-vector space. We define the
12
13
following map on K*p / K p  x K p / K ’p :
( , ) P : Kp/K*p  x K*p/K*p2 —  F 2
a,b i— > (a,b)p
where F 2 is identified with the multiplicative group ({±1}, x). This map is well- 
defined since the local Hilbert symbol (a,b)p depends only on the square classes of 
the elements a and b in K p.  Moreover, ( , )p is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear 
form on K*P/ K p .  Therefore, (K*P/ K p ,  ( , )P ) is a regular F 2-inner product space.
There exists the notion of a regular inner product space (K p / K p , ( , )p) being 
“trivial” in the sense that (a, a)P =  1 for all a G K p / Kip (observe that this does 
not necessarily imply that the inner product ( , )p  is the trivial map on K p / K p  x 
K p /K j? ;  by the non-degeneracy of the Hilbert symbol, it is trivial if and only if 
K p / K p  =  {1}). We make the following definition.
Definition 2 .1: The space (K p / K p , ( , )p) is totally isotropic if and only if
(a, a )P =  1 for all a € K*P/ K p
and not totally isotropic otherwise; that is, if there exists an element a €  Kp/K*p 
for which (a,a)p  =  —1.
We claim that the inner product space ( K p / K ’p ,  ( , )p) is totally isotropic if and 
only if —1 is a square in K p.  Namely, recalling that (a,a)p = ( a ,—l)p  for all a in 
K p / K ’p  and for all places P, we have
( K p / K p , (  , )p) is totally isotropic -«• (a,a)p = 1 for all a G Kp/K*p
•O- (a, — l)p  =  1 for all a G K p / K p  
O  - 1  =  1 G K p  or -  1 G K p .
§11.3. Iso m e try  an d  K a p lan sk y ’s L em m a
Let K, L  be number fields and P, Q places of K, L  respectively. Recall that an
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isometry of (Kp/K*p ,{ , )p ) and ( L q / L q , (  , )g) is an isomorphism of the local 
square-class groups K p / K f ?  and L q /L' q  which preserves the local Hilbert symbol. 
Such maps have the following property (see [P-S-C , Lemma 1]):
Lemma 2.1. If  t : Kp/K*p —* L q /L' q  is as isometry, then t ( —1) =  —1 .
P r o o f  o f  Lemma 2.1: Let t ( - l )  =  c.  Then
{ a , a ) P  =  (a, —l )p  =  ( i a , t ( - l ) ) g  =  (t a , c ) Q 
=  { t a , - l ) Q { ta ,  - c ) Q 
=  (t a , t a ) Q { t a , - c ) Q
= (a,a)p( ta ,—c)Q for all a G K*p /K*p.
Thus, ( t a ,  — c ) q  = 1 for all a  € K p / K ’p , or equivalently, (6, — c ) q  = 1 for all 
b €  Lq/L*q.  By the non-degeneracy of the Hilbert symbol, this implies that
—e =  1 in L q / L ’q  or c =  - 1  in L q / L q  .
T hat is, t ( —1) =  c =  —1 in L q / L ’q . |
Assume tha t the inner product spaces (Kp/K*p , ( , )p) and [ L q / L ’q  , ( , )q) are 
isometric. Then Kp/K*p and L q / L ’q  are isomorphic as finite-dimensional F 2- 
vector spaces, so
(2.1) dimFa K ' p / K ?  = dimF, L'q /L%.
Moreover, by Lemma 2.1,
( 2 .2 )  - 1  e  K*p &  - 1 6  L q .
T hat is, given an isometry t, we obtain
- 1  € K ?  (a, - 1 ) p  =  1 for all a  e  K*P/K*P2
<=>• ( t a , t ( —1))q =  1 for all a  6E K p / K j ?
( t a ,  — 1)q =  1 for all a  £ K p / K ’p  by Lemma 2.1
(b, —1)<2 =  l  for all 6 G L q / L *2Q
- l e  L q .
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Hence, both spaces are either totally isotropic or not totally isotropic. Thus, we 
have established that
( K ’p / K ’p\ { , ) p ) . =  (Lq / L q , ( , )q) =s.
iso m etric
(1) dimp2Kp/K*p = dimp2L q / L q
(2) -  1 e  K*p ^ - 1 6  L q .
We claim that the converse is also true. To see this, we consider a pair of theorems 
from [Ka]. Given a totally isotropic inner product space (K p /K $ ? , (  , ) p ) , [Ka, 
Theorem 19] guarantees the existence of an F 2-basis for KpfK*p whose associated 
matrix of inner products is of the form
(  0 Jm \
\ - I m  Oj
where I m denotes the (m x m)-identity matrix and 2m =  dimp2 Kp/K*p.  In 
particular, any two such totally isotropic spaces having the same dimension must 
be isometric.
On the other hand, if the inner product space (K p /K $? ,(  , )p) is not totally 
isotropic, [Ka, Theorem 20] states that K p / K j ?  has an orthogonal F 2-basis. The 
matrix of inner products corresponding to this basis is the (n  x n)-identity matrix 
I n (where n  =  dimF2 K p /K 'p ) .  Once again we see that any two such not totally 
isotropic spaces of the same dimension must be isometric.
Combining these observations, we conclude that the F 2-inner product space 
is classified by its dimension over F 2 and whether or not it is 
totally isotropic. In particular, two such inner product spaces (K p /K $? , (  , )p) 
and (L q / L q , (  , )q) satisfying (2.1)  and (2.2) must be isometric. The following 
lemma summarizes these remarks.
Lem m a  2 .2  (K a p l a n s k y ’s Le m m a ). Let K , L  be number fields and P,Q places 
of K, L, respectively. Then
(K-p / K f , ( , ) P) . ( £ « / £ q . ( , ) q )  i f  and only if
iso m e tric
(1 ) dimF2K*P/K*p2 = dimF2L*Q/L%
(2 ) - 1  e  K*P2 ^ - 1 6  L q .
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We note that dimF2K*pfK*p =  dimF2L q / L q if and only if K*pfK*p and L q / L q 
have the same order. Namely,
when P is a complex infinite prime
I 9
#  (K'PI K ? )  =
f 1
J 2 when P is a real infinite prime
4 when P is a non-dyadic prime ideal
2 (k P'.Qi\+ 2  >  g when p  is a  dyadic prime ideal.
Hence
0 when P is a complex infinite prime
r _ , i 1 when P is a real infinite prime
(2.3) dimFJK*P Kt?] = < , , , ,
2 when P is a non-dyadic prime ideal
[Kp : Q2] +  2 when P is a dyadic prime ideal.
§11.4. T h e  In n e r  P ro d u c t  Space C?(S)
Let K  be a number field and S  a finite set of places of K  satisfying
(2.4) (1) S  contains Sqq and all dyadic prime ideals of K\
(2) the S  — class number of K  is odd.
We write y £ Uk (S)/Uk {S)2 where y represents the square class of the element 
y 6  K* in the group Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 of 5-units of K  modulo squares. We put
G(S) =  J ]  K'p j K f .
pes
One easily shows that Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 and <j(£) are finite-dimensional F 2-vector 
spaces. In fact, we have
L em m a  2 .3  ( D im ensio n  L e m m a ).
i) dimF2G{S) = 2 (# 5 )
ii) dimF2UK (S)/UK (S)2 = (# 5 ).
P r o o f  o f  Lem m a  2.3: By definition of G(S), we have
(2.5) dimF2G(S) = Y ,  d imF2[K*p/K*p2}.
pes
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Combining (2.3) and (2.5), we obtain
dirrip2G{S) =  r\{K)  • 1 +  r2(K)  • 0 +  ^  (rip +  2) +  m  • 2
dyadic
PGS
where m  denotes the number of non-dyadic prime ideals in S, r \ (K )  the number of 
real infinite primes of K,  and {K) the number of complex infinite primes of K.  
Letting g2(K)  denote the number of dyadic prime ideals of K,  we see that
dimF2G(S) =  r i (K)  +  £  [KP : Q2] +  2 • g2{K) + 2m.
dyadic
PGS
Using the Fundamental Equality of Number Theory,
J 2  [KP : Qj] =  \K  : Q],
dyadic
P £ S
along with the fact that
[ # : Q ]  =  n ( t f )  + 2  - r2(K),
we obtain
dimp2G(S) — 2 [ri(iif) +  r2{K) +  g2( K ) +  m]
or
dimF2G{S) =  2 - ( # 5 ) .
To prove the second equality, let S  = 5'00. The group Uk(Soo) of Soo-units is 
actually the group Uk  of units of K .  Now Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem (see [I-R]) 
states that Uk  can be written as the product of a finite cyclic group of even order 
(the roots of unity in K )  and a free group of rank (#Soo — 1). Thus, the group 
Uk{Scx>)/Uk{Soo)2 of iSoo-units of K  modulo squares is isomorphic to the direct 
product of (fiSoo) copies of Z/2Z :
Uk {S00) /Uk {S00)2 =  Z /2 Z ® Z /2 Z (g )  . - 0 Z / 2 Z ,
V   - -■ -/
( # 5 oo— 1) tim e s
which implies that
( 2 .6 ) d i m p . U K i S ^ / U K i S ^ ) 2 =
Let S =  { finite sets S | S'00 C S  C fiK}. We make the following claim.
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CLAIM: dimF2 UK {S)/UK {S) 2 =  (# 5 )  for all S  in S.
By (2 .6 ), S qo satisfies the claim. Assume it holds for all S  £  S of order £ where 
£■ > ( # £ 00) • Fix a set S  € S with (# 5 )  =  £ +  1. It remains to show that
dimf=2UK{S)/UK{S) 2 =  £ +  1. Now (# £ )  > (#*Soo) implies tha t there exists 
a prime ideal P  of K  in the set S.  Fixing such a prime ideal P,  we can write
A A A
S  — S  (J {P} where S  €  S has order £. By induction, the claim holds for S:
dimFa VK(S ) / VK {S)2 =  (# S ) =  (# S  -  1).
If we fix a prime element 7r €  K*  for P, then we can express Uk {S) /Uk (S)2 as the 
disjoint union
Uk {S) /Uk {S)2 =  UK {S)/UK {S)2 U  7r • u K { s ) / u K {s)2.
From this we obtain that
dimFa UK(S) /UK (S)2 = (# S  +  1) =  (# S ) , 
or the claim holds for S.  By induction, it must hold for all 5  €  S. |
An element a  in
G(S) =  n  K ‘p/ Kp
PGS
is a tuple (a, a , . . . ,  a) where the P th coordinate represents the image of the element 
a € K*  in the local square-class group K p / K ’p .  G(S)  can be made into an F 2-inner 
product space. We define the map ( , ) 5 on G(S') x G(S ) as follows:
( , )g : G(S)  x G(S)  — > F 2
(a,6) i— > (a,b)P 
pes
where (F2, +) is identified with ({± 1}, x). The fact that each of the Hilbert symbols 
( , )p  is well-defined implies that ( , )5 is also a well-defined map. Moreover, ( , )s  is 
a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on G(S), since the Hilbert symbol ( , )p  
is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on K*PjK*p for each P  G S.  Hence, 
(G(S'),( , )5) is a regular F 2-inner product space.
§11.5. T he  Subspace  i s  (UK (S)/UK {S)2) o f G(S)
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Let i f  be a number field and 5  a finite set of places of K  satisfying conditions 
(1 ) and (2) of (2.4). Then the group Uk {S)/Uk (S)2 can be diagonally embedded 
into G(5) as follows:
i s  : UK (S) /UK (S)2 —+ G(5)
y  ,— >y  =  ( y , y , . . . , y ) .
The map i s  is well-defined; for if z E K*  is another representative of the class of y 
in UK (S) /UK (S)2 , then
2 * ly iz — y ' w m K
for some 5-unit tv. Therefore, we have
z  =  y • tv2 in K p  for all P  €  5
or
z  = y  in G(S).
One easily checks tha t i s  is a homomorphism. Using the assumption that hs (K)  is 
odd, [P-S-C, Lemma 4] shows that i s  is also injective.
Next let us consider i s  (Uk {S)/Uk {S)2) as a subspace of the F 2-inner product 
space (G (5),( , )5) . The non-degeneracy of (G(S ), ( , )5) implies that
(2.7)
dimFs [is (VK(S)/i7K(S)2)] +  dimF3 [is (VK(S')/£/K(S)2) 1 ] = d im F2 G(S). 
Lemma 2.3 (Dimension Lemma) and the injectivity of i s  guarantee that
(2 .8 ) dimP2 [t5 (UK (S) /Uk {S)2)] = ±d imFaG(S).
Combining (2.7) and (2 .8 ), we obtain
(2.9) d*mFa [is (UK {S)/UK(S)2)} =  dimFa [is  {UK {S)/UK (S)2) L 
We claim that i s  (Uk {S)/Uk{S)2) is a metabolizer in G(S).
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Lemma 2.4. i s  ([Uk[S) /Uk{S )2) Q G(S) is a metabolizer in the F 2 -inner product  
space (G(S), ( , ) s ) .
PROOF OF Lemma 2.4: By Definition 1.2, we must show
i s  (Uk {S)/Uk (S)2) =  is  (Uk {S)/Uk {S)2) 1' •
It suffices, however, to prove:
(2 .10) is  (UK (S) /VK (S)2) C is  (Uk (S)/Uk (S)2) ±
since (2.9) and (2 .10), together with the fact that the common dimension in (2.9) 
is finite, yield the desired result.
To establish (2 .10), recall that
i s  (tM 'S ’) / M S ) 2) ± =  {&e G{S) I {a,b)s  =  1 for all a € i s  (UK{S)/UK (S)2)}.
Fix b G  is  (U k { S ) /U k ( S )2). By Hilbert’s reciprocity law, we have the following for 
M a e i s ( U K (S)/UK (S)2) :
i =  n  (a ’6) p
P&Ik
= (a,b)p ■ J^[ (a,b)p.
Pes p£s
Now (a, b)p =  1 for all P  ^  5; that is, P  is a non-dyadic prime ideal and a,b  as 
elements of i s  (Uk { S ) /U k{ S )2) are units at P. Therefore, we have
1 =  I J  (a’b)p ' 1
Pes
= n  (a,b)p = (aM s -
Pes
Hence, 6  e  i s  (UK {S)/UK {S)2) X , and (2.10) holds. |
§11.6. T h e  C okernel of is
As before, let K  be a number field and S  a finite set of places of K  satisfying
(2.4). We noted earlier that i s  : Uk {S)/Uk (S)2 —*• G(S') is injective. The fact
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that
dimp2 [is (1 /k(5)/C /^(5)2)] =  - dimp2G{S) > 0
guarantees that it is not surjective. In particular, i s  (Uk (S) /Uk ( S )2) is a proper 
subspace of G(S).  To analyze the concept of small equivalence of number fields 
in Chapter III, we need a characterization of the subspace is  (Ujc{S)/Uk {S)2) of 
G(S)  or, equivalently, the
Cokernel of is  =  G(S) / i s  (UK {S)fUK {S)2) .
We proceed as follows:
Definition 2.2: Given a finite set S  of places of K,  the cycle cs of K  is defined by
c s = U  P mp 
p e s
where
{ 1 if P is a real infinite prime or non-dyadic prime ideal
0 if P is a complex infinite prime
2ep(K)  +  1 if P is a dyadic prime ideal
and e p ( K ) denotes the ramification index of P  in K.
Definition 2.3: Given a E K *, we say
a =  1 (mod *cs)
if a = 1 (mod P mp) for all P  G S.  That is, a = 1 in K p / K f ?  for all P  E S.  In 
particular, for P  a real infinite prime, it implies that a is positive in the embedding 
K  ► R corresponding to P.  For P  a prime ideal, it says that a is a local unit at P  
or ordp(a) =  0 .
Let I (K , cs )  denote the set of fractional Ox-ideals which are prime to cs and 
P{K,  cs) the principal O^-ideals A for which there exists a generator x  E K* with 
x = 1 (mod *cs).
Definition 2.4: The generalized ideal class group, Ct(K,cs),  associated to the cycle 
cs is the group
Ct(K,cs ) =  I ( K , c s ) / P { K , c s ).
The Cokernel of i s  can be described using this generalized ideal class group. 
Namely,
Le m m a  2 .5  (C o k e r n e l  Le m m a ).
Ce(K,cs ) / Ce(K,cs )2 a  G(S) /«* (UK (S) /UK (S)2)
via the map  [ /I ] i— > (a, a , . . . ,  a) mod 15 (Uk{S)/Ujc(S)2) , where A £  I (K , cs )  
is an integral O k -ideal for which there exists an element a  (unique up to an S-unit) 
in Ok{S)  such that
A hSW - 0 K {S) = c t ' 0 K{S).
Remarks:
1. As Otf-ideals, recall that A hS^  =  a  • A,  where A  is an Ox-ideal containing 
only ideals in S.
2 . The symbol [A]  is to be interpreted as follows:
i) A denotes the class of the ideal A £  I (K , cs )  in the generalized ideal class 
group, Ct{K,cs) =  I ( K , c s ) / P ( K , c s ) ,  associated to C5 .
ii) [A]  denotes the square class of the element A £  Cl{K, cs) in the square-class 
group Cl(K,cs ) /C£(K,cs )2.
P r o o f  o f  L em m a  2 .5  (C o k e r n e l  Le m m a ):
First, we define a map
4 : Cl(K,cs ) — . G(S) / i s  (UK (S) /UK{ S f )
and verify that it is a well-defined, surjective homomorphism. Next, we observe 
that (j> can be extended to a surjective homomorphism
4>: Ct{K,cs ) / C£{K,cs ) 2 —  G{S) / i s  (UK {S)/UK (S )2)
since
C£(K,cs)2 C kernel(0 ).
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Lastly, we prove that <f> is injective.
Define <f> as follows:
tf>: Ct{K,cs )  —  G(S) / i s  (VK ( S ) / VK ( S f )
7  « « = ( ■ ......... «)  mod i s  { U K ^ / U K i S ) 2)
where A E I (K , c s )  and a E Ok{S)  (unique up to an 5-unit) are such that 
A h (K) . q k (5 ) =  a . Ok (S )  as Ok (S )  ~  ideals.
CLAIM-. <f> is well-defined.
In the process of defining <j>, we made two choices: (1) the representative A of 
I (K , c s )  for the generalized ideal class A E Ct{K,cs),  and (2) the element a  of 
O k  ('S') (unique only up to an 5-unit) which satisfies
A hSW - 0 K (S) = a - 0 K {S).
First, we claim <f> is independent of the choice of a. Let u be an 5-unit which 
satisfies
(uo, )-Ok W ^ A ^ W - O k IS).
Then by definition of (j>, we can map
A i— >va mod is (Uk {S)/Uk {S)2) .
Now
uce =  ( t ta ,. . .  ,ua)  = (u , . . .  ,u) • ( a , . . .  ,a )  =  u - a  in G(S).
Since u an 5-unit,
«  =  1 mod i s (UK {S)/UK {S)2) ,
thus
u a  = l - a  = a  mod i s  (Uk (S) /Uk (5 )2)
or
u a  =  a  in G(5).
Hence <f> is independent of the choice of a  in Ok(<S')5 up to an 5-unit.
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Secondly, we must show that <f> does not depend on the choice of the representative 
for the generalized ideal class A. Let x • Ok (S) be an element of P(K,cs).  Then 
x • A € A and
{x .A)hS(K) ■ 0 K{S) = (a • xhS W )  • 0 K{S).
According to the definition of <f>, we can map
A i— >tt'Xh (K) = ( a - x h (K\ . . . , a - x h (K)) mod is (Uk {S)/Uk {S)2) .
The fact that x • Ok  £  P(K,cs)  implies that x =  1 (mod *0 5 ) or x = 1 in Kp/K*p 
for all places P  in S. Thus xhS(K  ^ =  1 in Kp/Kf?  for all P  E S, or
x h°(K) = (jo . . . ,  x hs (K)} =  (1 .........1) =  1 in G(5).
Therefore, we have
a -xhS^  = a  l  = a  mod is {UK[S)/UK{S)2) .
This implies (f> is independent of the choice of representative for the generalized 
ideal class A in Ct(K,cs).  Hence, <j> is well-defined, a5 claimed.
The fact that <j> is a homomorphism is clear. Namely, given elements A, B of 
Ct(K, cs) we can write
AhSW - 0 K{S) = a - 0 K(S) and • 0 K{S) =  0 ■ 0 K{S)
where A E A ,B E B and a,/3 E Ok (S)- Therefore
A • S 1— > or/? =  a-P  
since we can write (A B)h S • Ok (S) = &P ■ Ok (S). Thus, <f)(A • B) = <j>(A) • <f>[B).
Next we would like to prove tha t <f> is a surjective homomorphism. For each place 
P  in S, fix a square class yp E K*p jK*p. Let
y =  (yp,-.-,yp) e G(s)
and n y denote the number of coordinates yp  which satisfy
ordp (yp) = 1 (mod 2).
We proceed by induction on ny.
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Case 1: y  £ Image(<f>) if n y =  0.
By the Approximation Theorem (see [Ws, 1-2-3]), there exists an element z  of 0*K 
(hence Oif(S')) such that
a) z  =  yp  in K p / K ’p  for each P  £ S, 
or z  — y  in G(S),  and for which
b) z  • Ok  £  I{K,cs)-
In other words, z  • Ok  represents a class in Ci{K, 05). So we obtain
(f>: z  • O k  1— ► = z  = y  mod i s  (U k {S ) /U k{ S )2)
since hs ( K ) is odd and we can write
z kSW  • Ok (S) =  ( X l * ) )  • Ok (S) and £ Ok (S).
Therefore y €  Image{<f>) and Case 1 holds.
Case 2: y G Image(<f>) if n y =  1 .
Now n y =  1 implies that there exists a place p  £ S’ such that 
ordp(j/,p) =  1 (mod 2)
(2 .1 1 ) and
ordp{yp)  =  0 (mod 2) for all P  £ S , P  ^  p.
Consider the ideal class c t (p~l) in the ideal class group, C(K), of K.  S  being a 
finite set of places, we can find an integral ideal Q £ c l (p~l) which is prime to cs; 
that is, Q £ I{K,cs)-  By our choice of Q, the ideal Q • p  is a principal O^-ideal, 
hence,
Q • p  = x  • O k  as O k  — ideals
for some x £ K*.  From this we see that 
ordp(x) = 1 (mod 2)
(2 .1 2 ) and
ordp(x) = 0 (mod 2) for all P £ S, P  ^  p.
Combining (2 .1 1 ) and ( 2 .1 2 ) yields
ordp(xy) = 0 (mod 2) for all P £ S,
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including P  =  p  or
Mj;y =  0 .
This means we can apply Case 1 to the element xy  £ G(5) to obtain an element z 
of Oft  for which z  • O k  €  I (K , cs )  and
<j>:z-0K i— >xy mod *'s  (UK (S) /UK (S)2) .
CLAIM: <f>: ITT} h—» y mod (UK {S)/UK {S)2) .
First note that
z • Q - p  — z • x • Ok as Ok — ideals,
so we have
Z'Q = Z ' Q ' p = z x • Ok-(S) as 0 ^ ( 5 )  — ideals.
This forces
(*  • Q ) k S (K ) • O k ( S )  =  ( « ) ‘ ’ <*> • 0 K (S).
Also observe that (z x )hS(K) £ 0/^(5) and z • Q £ / ( i f ,c s ) .  Therefore, 2 • <3
represents a class in Ct(K , cs) and
<f>: z-Q i— > = z  x  = y  mod is (Uk{S)/Uk{S) 2) ,
which proves both our claim and Case 2.
Now assume for some integer I  > 1 we have y £ Image{<f>) whenever ny < £. It 
remains to show:
Case 3: y £  Image((f>) if ny = I.
The condition I > 1 guarantees the existence of a place p  £ S  for which
ordp (yp) = 1 (mod 2 ).
Define elements w,t  £  G(iS') as follows:
w p = y P and t p = 1 in i f  * / i f *2
wp  =  1 and =  yP in K*P/K*P2 for all P  £ S, P  ^  p.
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Since nw = 1 and n* =  I  — 1, there must exist ideals A , B £  I{K,  cs) satisfying 
<f>:A i— >vo mod is (Uk {S)/Uk {S)2)
and
<f>:8 *— *t  mod i s (UK {S)/UK {S)2) .
Hence
<j>:AB i— D't  = y  mod is  (Uk {S)/Uk (S)2) .
Thus, Case 3 holds, proving that y  £  Image((f)) for all values of n y, hence (j> is 
surjective.
We note that <j> extends to a surjective homomorphism
~4>: C£{K,cs ) / a { K , c s )2 — ► G{S) / i s  (UK{S)/UK {S)2)
since the cokernel of i s  is an elementary abelian 2-group; that is,
C£(K, cs) 2 C kernel(4>).
Lastly, we prove that <f> is an injective homomorphism. Let us suppose [A]  is in 
Ce{K,cs )/Ce{K,cs )2 and
(2.13) f  : [ J ]  1 =  (1 , . . . ,  1) mod is  (UK {S)/UK {S)2) .
It remains to show [A ] = [ l ]  in C£(K,cs)/C£{K,cs)2. Let a  £  Ok {S) satisfy 
A hS(K) .Ok (S) = ocOk (S). By (2.13) there exists an element u £  Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 
for which
a = u • 1 or a - u = 1 in Kp/K'p  for all P  £ S.
Since a  is unique only up to an S-unit, we may replace a with a  • u and assume 
that
a  =  1 in K*P/K*p2 for all P  £ S.
This implies for each P  £ S, there exists an element yp  £  K p  satisfying
2 • ry +ot — yp  in K p •
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S being a finite set of places, we can apply the Approximation Theorem to obtain 
a global element y £ K* with
y = yp (mod P mp) for all P £ S.
But then
a  • y 2  =  yp • j/p2  =  1  in Kp  for all P £ S‘, 
that is to say, a • y ~ 2  =  l(m od+C5 ) or a • y - 2  • Ok £ P(K,cs)-  Therefore
A = a - y ~ 2 -A in Ct(K,cs).
Hence to show <f> injective, it suffices to show
j^ a • y -2  • A j =  [ I ]  in Ct{K,cs )ICl{K,cs )'
or
a  • y~2 • A £ Cl{K,cs y .
Let I k  denote the group of fractional OK-ideals. Observe that
a  • y ~ 2  • A = a - A
(2.14) = a - A  - A hS(K)~ l
=  a - A hS{K) in I k / I 2k  
since a  • y - 2  =  a  in the global square-class group K * / K * 2. Earlier we noted
A h =  a ■ A  as Ok  — ideals
where A  is some Ok -ideal containing only prime ideals in S.  Continuing (2.14), 
this implies that
a ’ y ~2 • A = a - A h ^
= a 2 ■ A in I k / I k
or
a  • y - 2  • A = a 2 • A • Q2 in I k  
for some fractional O k -ideal Q. Since
(2.15) 0 = ordp(a - y~2 - A) = ordp(a2 • A - Q2) for all P £  S',
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we have a 2 • A • Q2 €  /(-fC, cs) or
a 2 • A • Q2 =  a • y~2 • A  in Ci(K,  C 5 ) .
Thus we have reduced the problem of showing <f> is injective to tha t of verifying that
a 2 - A - Q 2 € C£{K,cs )2.
Now
ordp(a2 ■ A • Q2) =  ordp(A)  (mod 2) for all prime ideals P  of K.
Recalling that the Ojf-ideal A  contains only prime ideals in S, we observe that
(2.16) or dp (A) =  0 (mod 2) for all prime ideals P (fc S.
Then we are done; equations (2.15) and (2.16) tell us precisely that ot2 • A • Q2 is 
the square of a class in Cl(K,cs)'-
a 2 ■ A - Q 2 <= a { K , c s )2.
Thus we have established the injectivity of <j>, which concludes our proof of the 
Cokernel Lemma. |
C H A P T E R  I I I  
Sm all E quivalence of N u m b e r  F ie lds
§111.1. In tro d u c tio n
Our goal in this chapter is to find sufficient conditions for the existence of a small 
equivalence between two number fields K  and L. Here we rely heavily on the theory 
of local inner product spaces developed in Chapter II. We define the concept of small 
equivalence in terms of certain “suitable” pairs of finite sets S  C S'  C fl^.
Unfortunately, not all suitable pairs S, S'  give a small equivalence between K  and
L.  The task of determining the obstruction to an arbitrary suitable pair S, S'  
yielding a small equivalence is not difficult. That of removing the obstruction is. 
In fact, the Obstruction-Killing Lemma is the key to our solution of the problem. 
Namely, suppose that S, S'  is a suitable pair for K  and L  with obstruction dss> > 0. 
The Obstruction-Killing Lemma allows us to augment (in a finite number of steps) 
the original suitable pair S, S'  in such a way as to obtain a new suitable pair for 
K  and L  which does yield a small equivalence. The remainder of Chapter III is 
devoted to determining precisely when a suitable pair exists for two number fields 
K  and L.
§111.2. S u itab le  P a irs  and  Sm all E quivalence
Let K  and L  be number fields and So,S'Q the sets of all infinite and dyadic places 
of K,  L  respectively. We make the following definition:
Definition 3.1: The finite sets S  C  f l^  and S ’ C are said to form a suitable pair
for K and L if:
i) So C S , 5 ' C  S ' ;
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ii) the S-class number, hs (K),  of K and the S'-class number, hs> (L), of L are 
odd;
iii) there exists a bijection T  : S  —> S'  such that for all P  G S, there ex­
ists an isometry tp  between the inner product spaces (Kp/K*p  , ( , )p) and
(Lyp/i/j?F ,(  , ) T P ) .
Observe that conditions i) and ii) are precisely conditions (1) and (2) of (2.4). 
Given a suitable pair S, S'  for K and L, by condition iii) the map
= n  *r
pes
is an isometry between the inner product spaces (£ (£ ), ( , )$) and (G(S’), ( , )s ,) . 
Moreover, we have the following diagram (note i s  and is> are injective by ii) ):
UK (S)/UK (S)2 — '■?-> G(S)
(3.1) Its
UL{S’) /UL{S’)2 G{S').
Given this situation, [P-S-C] makes the following definition:
Definition 3.2: There is a small equivalence between K and L if there exists a group 
isomorphism
tss> : UK {S)/UK {S)2 -> UL{S')/UL{S ') 2 
which makes diagram (3.1) commute. That is to say,
is> o tss> {Uk {S) /Uk {S)2) = TS o is  (Uk {S)/Uk {S)2) in G{S').
Clearly, if such a map t s s 1 exists, we have
(3.2) is , (UL{S') /UL{Sf)2) = T S  o is  (UK {S)/UK {S)2) in C?(5').
On the other hand, given any suitable pair S, S'  for which (3.2) holds, we can 
define a group homomorphism t s s 1 ' Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 —> Ul {S' ) /Ul {S')2 which 
makes diagram (3.1) commute; simply put
t s s 1 = is'1 ° Ts  ° is-
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Therefore we have established:
LEMMA 3.1. I f  a suitable pair S , S '  for I\ and L satisBes (3 .2), then S, S ' yields a 
small equivalence between K  and L.
§111.3. R em oving  th e  O b s tru c tio n
Lemma 3.1 reduces the problem of establishing a small equivalence between two 
number fields K  and L  to that of finding a suitable pair which satisfies (3.2). In 
light of this, we pose the following question:
QUESTION: Let S, S ' be an arbitrary suitable pair for K and L. Which elements of 
UK {S)/UK(S)2 (if any) map into the image of U ^ S ^ / U ^ S ' ) 2 under ts ° is,  and 
vice versa?
To answer this question, we make the following definition:
Definition 3.3: Let S ,S '  be a suitable pair for K and L. We define the subsets Hs  
and H S' of UK {S)/UK {S)2 and UL{S')lUL[S ') 2, respectively, by
H s = { * e  UK {S)/UK {S)2 1 ts o *g(a) G iS> (UL{S' ) /UL{S')2)}
and
H s ’ = {0  S UL[S' ) /UUS' ) , \ i s - W  € ts o is  (UK (S) /UK (S)2)}.
Note that H s  is precisely the set of elements of Uk {S)/Uk (S)2 which maps into 
the image of Ul (S ' ) /Ul (S' )2 under the map rg o t s ; similarly, Hs< is the set of 
elements of Ul {S') /Ul (S' )2 which maps into the image of Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 under 
i s1-
We claim that the sets Hs  and Hs> are non-empty, non-trivial subgroups of 
Uk {S)/Uk {S)2 and Ul {S') /Ul {S ') 2, respectively. Clearly rg o *g(l) =  1 and, by
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Lemma 2 .1, Ts ° i s ( ~  1) =  —1- So, both Hs  and Hs> contain the elements 1 and -1 ; 
one easily verifies that they are subgroups.
Note that these particular groups Hs  and Hs> measure how close the pair S, S'  
comes to satisfying Lemma 3.1. That is,
T S  o i s {Hs ) =  T S  o i s  {UK (S) /UK (S)2) f |  i g ,  ( C / l ( S ' ) / E M S ' ) 2 )
= is>{Hs>) inG(S') .
If H s = UK {S)/UK {S)2 (hence H S' =  UL(S' ) fUL{S')2) we are done. Thus, the 
obstruction to a suitable pair S, S'  yielding a small equivalence is the integer
dSS> = d*mFa (UK (S) /UK (S)2 / H s ) .
We present the following obstruction-killing lemma.
L e m m a  3 .2  ( O b s t r u c t i o n - K i l l i n g  L e m m a ) .  Given a suitable pair S ,S ’ for K  
and L with obstruction d ss• >  0> there exist prime ideals P  €  £ Ik \S  and P'  €  0 l \ S '  
such that S i = S  U { P } ,  S[ =  S ' U {-P/} is also a suitable pair for K  and L and
<  dss>-
From this we immediately obtain:
COROLLARY 3 .3 . The existence of a suitable pair for K  and L implies the existence 
o f a small equivalence between K  and L.
P r o o f  OF C orollary  3 .3: Let S ,S '  be a suitable pair for K and L. If d ss1 = 0, 
we are done. That is, by Lemma 3.1, there is a small equivalence between K and 
L. If dSS' > 0, applying Lemma 3.2 (Obstruction-Killing Lemma) at most d =  dss1 
times, we obtain a suitable pair Sj ,  S'd with obstruction zero. Therefore S^, S'd yields 
a small equivalence between K and L. |
Now we prove the Obstruction-Killing Lemma:
P r o o f  o f  Lemma 3 .2  ( O b s t r u c t i o n - K i l l i n g  Lem m a): The proof is divided 
into three parts as follows:
P a r t  1 - Find the prime ideals Pi and P[.
P a r t  2 - Verify that S\ ,S[  is a suitable pair for K and L.
P a r t  3 - Check that ds1s[ < dss>-
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P a r t  1 - Find the prime ideals P\  and P[.
The fact that
dss • =  d im r, (VK { S ) / U K ( S )2 /  H s )  >  0
assures us that (Uk {S)/Uk (S)2 /  Hs)  is non-empty; Thus, fix an element xo of 
(UK { S ) / U K {S)2 / H s ).  By definition of H s , we have
(3.3) 7-5*0 i  is> (UL{S' ) /UL{S')2) =  i S' ( U ^ S ' y U L i S ' ) 2)-1- .
L e m m a  2.4
This implies tha t there exists an element t/o £  U l { S ' ) / U ^ S ' ) 2 for which
(3.4) <7-5*0,yo)S/ =  -1 ; 
for if
<7-5*0,y>5 ' =  1 for all y  G iS> (UL{ S' ) /UL {S')2) ,
then 7-5X0 G i s1 { U l ( S ' ) / U l ( S ’) 2) 1' , contradicting (3.3). Consequently, fix an ele­
ment 7/0 £ Uzj ( S ' ) / U l ( S >) 2 satisfying (3.4). We claim
(3.5) V o i H s ' .
Namely, if there exists an element zq G U k { S ) / U k { S ) 2 for which t s z o =  Vo in 
G (S '), then
- 1  =  <7-5*0, Vo) S'
— <7'S*0, 7"5*o) 5>
=  <*05*0)5
=  1 by Lemma 2.4
which is clearly a contradiction. Hence, (3.5) holds.
Now consider the element
*0 -7-5^ 0  G G(S).
By Lemma 2.5 (Cokernel Lemma), there exists an O k -ideal A G I (K , c s )  such that
7  : [ 7 ]  i— • rs- ‘» 0 in G [ S ) / i s  (UK ( S ) / U K (S)2) .
Every generalized ideal class B G Ci(K, cs) contains infinitely many integral prime 
ideals of K. Therefore, there exists an integral prime ideal P\ G \  S  such that 
Pi G [ J ]  in Ci{K,cs ) / a { K , c s y .  Thus,
* : [ K ]  — +xo ■ t s xyo in G{S) / i s  (UK {S)/UK {S)2) .
Chose an element 7Tx G Ok{S)  which satisfies
P?S{K)-Ok {S) = it1 -Ok {S)
(recall such an element is unique only up to an S-unit). Then by definition of <j>, we 
must have
*ri =  xq • Tg'yo in G{S) / i s (UK {S)/UK {S)2)
or
i/jti =  x 0 • r jV o  in G(S)
where u G U k ( S ) / U k ( S ) 2 . Since we can replace 7Ti by wk\, we may assume
(3.6) tci = x 0 • Tgiyo in G(S).
Similarly, there exists an integral prime ideal P[ G fIk  \  S'  and an element 
7Tj G Ol {S'), unique up to an S"-unit, such that
1) {Pi)hS<K ) - 0 L{S') = * [ - ( ) L{S')
and
2) =  tsx0 •y0 in G(S').
Now Pi  a non-dyadic prime ideal of K  implies that
k pJ K *Pi =  { M i > 7ri>u i 7ri }
where u\  denotes the class of the non-square unit. Similarly, for P [ ,
Lp[  / Lp^ — { l ,  u\,  7Tj,
where u[ denotes the class of the non-square unit.
Every element of Hs  is a local unit at the prime ideal Pi  since Pi S.  That is, 
given z  G Hs,  either z  =  1 or z — ui  in K p  jK p ”, likewise for z ' in Hs>. We claim 
that z  G Hs  is a local square at P i, or z = 1 in K p  / K p * (similarly for z1 in Hs> 
at P[ ). Since [ui,7Ti)pl = —1 and (l ,7r1)p1 =  1, it suffices to show
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Lem m a  3 .4 .  For all elements z  €  H s,
(2,7Ti)p, =  1 .
Similarly, given z ' in Hs>, we have [z', n[)P< =  1 .
P r o o f  o f  Lem m a  3 .4: : Here we give the proof for z € H s  only; the proof for 
z ' £  Hs> is analogous.
For all prime ideals Q of K, Q £ Si ,
( z ,ni  )q = 1
since both z  and ni  are local units at Q. By Hilbert’s reciprocity law, this yields
(2,7Ti)Pl =  IJ = & * l ) s -
pes
(Observe tha t while tti ^  Uk [S)/Uk [S)2, any element of K* can be viewed as an 
element of the inner product space (G(5), ( , )s ) ). Equation (3.6) tells us that
( z , * i ) s  =  (z >x o • Ts 1Vo)s
= (Z>*0)s ( z ^ s ^ s  
=  (z ,xo)s  (rs z ,yo)s ,
=  1 by Lemma 2.4.
Therefore we obtain
{z , Kl ) p1 = { z ,* l ) s  =  1
as desired. |
P a r t  2  - Verify that S i , S[  is a suitable pair for K and L.
Recalling the definition of a suitable pair, we note that the pair S i ,S [  already 
satisfies conditions i) and ii). It remains to show:
iii) there exists a bijection T\ : Si  —> S[ such that for all P  E Si ,  there ex­
ists an isometry tp  between the inner product spaces [Kp /K^? , (  , )P) and
{^Ti p ! L ^ p,  ( , ) t iP )•
To define T\,  extend the given bijection T  : S  —► S'  by mapping P\  i—► P[. It 
remains to establish the existence of an isometry t Pl between [ K p j K
and ^L*p ,/L*p, , ( , )p 'J .  Define the map ip, as follows:
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tP l :K'r J K * L*p ,jL*p^
( 3 . 7 )  Mi i— ► uini
TTx I--- ► 7rC
Mi 7Ti I > Ux.
If ip, is to be an isometry, it must satisfy tpl (—1) =  —1. Since Pi  and P[ are 
non-dyadic prime ideals, —1 is a local unit at both P\  and P[. As —1 €  Hs , Hs ' ,  
Lemma 3.4 implies —1 =  1 in K p j K p ^  and — 1 =  1 in L*p ,/L*p ,. That is,
(3.8) —1 €  JTJpf and -  1 €  L*P,.
Thus we have ip ,(—1) =  ip ,( l)  =  1 =  —1, as desired.
Note tha t (3 .8), along with the fact that Px and P[ are non-dyadic prime ideals, 
guarantees the existence of an isometry between K p j K p *  and L*p , / L*pl by Lemma 
2.2 (Kaplansky’s Lemma). However, for our purposes, we need a specific isometry 
(namely, the one defined in (3.7) ).
One easily checks that tpx is an isomorphism. To verify that it preserves the inner
product, we must show
(a, b) p, =  (ip, a, t Pl b) P> for all a, b e  K Pl/K*Pi.
Observe ip, (l) =  1 implies that all symbols involving 1 match up. Moreover, we 
recognize that
(a,a)p , =  (a, — l)p,
=  (a ,l)p , by (3.8)
=  1
and similarly, (c,c)P> =  1 for all c e  L*p ,/L*p l. Consequently, we must check only
those symbols for which a and b are distinct elements of K PJ K not equal to 1 .
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In particular, we must verify that
(3.9)
(ui,7ri)Pl =  K fi-'n ’r'i )p[
( u i , U l 7 T x ) Pl =  ( tt iTri . t t j ) /*/  
(7Ti,Ui7ri)Pl =  («-i,t*i)P'.
We make the following simplification:
(ttl,tt1’Tl)P, =  («i,tti)p , • { u i , 7T i ) P i  
=  1 • (ui,7Ti)Pl 
=  {uu7ri)Pl.
Likewise we obtain
Therefore (3.9) reduces to the single equation
(«i>’Ti)pl =
Then we are done, for
Hence, t Pl is an isometry and S i ,S [  is a suitable pair for K and L.
P a r t  3 - Check that ds1s[ < dss>-
Recalling Lemma 2.3 (Dimension Lemma), we see that
dimp3 (Uk {Si ) /Uk {Si )2) =  ( # £ 1) =  (#S ) +  1 = d i m f 2 (Uk {S) /Uk {S)2) +  1 .
(’Tl»«l»Tl)Pi =  («l»’Tl)Pi
(« W l.’T/1)p/ =  K .^ D p ' 
(« W i,« i)p ' =  W X  )p;-
(wi.^Opx =  - 1  =  («i,»ri)p '.
We make the following claim:
CLAIM:
(3.10) dimp2Hsl > dimp2Hs + 2.
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Note that P a r t  3 follows from (3.10). That is,
d'S1s[ =  dim F2 (Uk {Si ) /Uk {Si )2) — d imF2H s 1
< dimF2 (UK {S)/UK {S)2 +  l)  -  (,dimF2H s  +  2)
< dim F2 (Uk (S)/ Uk {S)2 ~  d imF2H s ) — 1
<  d ss ' — 1 < dss'-
Therefore, it remains to prove (3.10).
We contend that it suffices to show
(3.11) Hs ,  xo, 7Ti Q H s 1 •
Namely, given any F 2-basis e i ,e 2, . . . , e j  for Hs,  the elements e i ,e 2, . . . , e j  are 
linearly independent over F2. Since x 0 Hs,  we observe that e1? e2, . . . ,  e/, xo 
must also be linearly independent over F 2. Likewise, 7T\ Uk (S) /Uk {S)2 and 
e i, e2, . . . ,  ei,xo G Uk (S) /Uk {S)2 imply tha t the elements e i ,e 2, . . .,e/,a;o»^i 
are linearly independent over F2, as well. Assuming (3.11) holds, we then have a 
subspace of H s x of dimension
dimF2Hs  + 2 .
Subsequently, we must have
dimF2H Sl > dimF2Hs  + 2 ,
as claimed.
To establish (3.11), consider the diagram, analogous to (3 .1), obtained upon 
replacing the suitable pair S ,S ’ with the suitable pair Si ,S[:
G(S,) =  G(S) x K 'p J K g
TsXtp,
(3.12) i
Ul (S[) /Ul (S[)2 —i - .  G(S[) = G(S') x L-P,JL? ,.
We make the following observations:
(i) Uk ^ ^ / V k Is ^  = UK {S)/UK(S)2 U * i - u K ( s ) / u K( s y ,
(ii) P t tS O /P if S ; ) 2 =  VL(S')IUL(S' )2 (J K - V l ( S ' ) IVl { S ' ) \
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where |J  denotes disjoint union, and
(iii) rSl = t s  x t Pl.
Clearly (i) implies Hs ,xo ,n \  Q Uk (S i ) /Uk (S\ )2. Similarly, from (ii) we obtain 
Hs' , yo ,n \  ^  Ul {S[)/Ul {S[)2. To verify (3.11), we must show H s , x o and tti map 
into the subspace ts> (£/jc,(<^i)/C^z,(^i)2) of C(<S'(.) under the map t s  ^ o i s 1.
First of all consider the set Hs-  Let z £ Hs', then
2 G UK (Si) /UK (Si )2 - U z = ( z , . .  .,* ,? )  in G(5x),
where the last coordinate of z  corresponds to the image of z in K p  (as in diagram
(3.12) ). By definition of Hs,  rs(z) =  z* in G(S')  for some z'  £  Hs>- By Lemma 
3.4, z = 1 in K pxlK*px and z ' = 1 in L*p ,/L*p,. Thus we obtain:
z e U K i S j / U K i S j 2 z = ( z , . . . , z , l ) m G ( S 1)
TsXtPl
z'  £ UL{S'l )lU L{S'l )'1 2* =  ( * ', . . . ,  z#, 1) in G (S ').
In particular, ts o iSl (z ) =  z5/ (z1) or z £ H s i - As z was arbitrary, we have shown
H s Q H Sl .
Next we focus on the element xo :
x 0 €  UK {Si) /UK {Si)2 x0 =  (x0, . . . ,  *o,D in G (5j).
As above, we must determine the image of x0 in ■^p1/ - ^ jv  Since xo is an S-unit 
and Pi  ^  S, the element xo must be a unit at the prime ideal P i; that is, xo =  1 
or xo =  u\  in Kp^/Kp^.  To ascertain which, it suffices to evaluate the symbol 
(x0,7ri)P l .
As both x0 and 7Ti are units at all prime ideals Q ^  S i, the symbol (xq,7Ti)q =  1
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for such Q. Hilbert’s reciprocity law then yields 
{x0, x i )p 1 = J J  (x o^ i )q = (*b,* i ) s
QGS
=  (*o,*o * V ly0) s  by (3.6)
=  ( x o ^ s i x O y T g ^ S  
=  1 • (x0 , T s 1y o ) s  by Lemma 2.4 
=  (TsXo,yo)s>
=  - 1  by (3.4).
Therefore x 0 = in K p J K j?.  An analogous proof shows (yo, ^ i) p[ =  —1, or 
2/o =  u'x in K p  /Kp*.  Also, note that (3.6) implies:
=  x0 ■ r ~ xy0 in G(S)
(3.13) T S
ts*o -Sfo = * i  in G (S').  
Combining these observations we obtain
is,
Xo e U K [ s , ) / u K { s , y
yo*l € M2
x0 — (x0, . • •, Xo, u i) in G(iSi)
TsXtPy
y o ^ 'i =  (yoTri, • •.  , y o ^ i , u W i )  in
T hat is to say, tsx o iSl (x0) =  *sj (yo^i), hence x0 6  H s l . 
Lastly, we examine the element tti. From (3.13) we get:
*1 € U K i S j /U K i S i ) '
1S1
-> JTi =  (7Tl5. . . ,  71-!, 7Ti) in G(5i)
T s X t p 1
M2ttJ 6  UL{S[)/UL{S[) -* * i =  K n -- -  X X )  in G(S().
Thus rs! o i’s^ tti) =  i s j X )  or tti €  .Hsj. This establishes (3 .11), hence P a r t  3, 
concluding the proof of the Obstruction-Killing Lemma. |
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§111.4. T he  E x is ten ce  o f a  S u itab le  P a ir
We have shown tha t the existence of a suitable pair for K  and L  guarantees 
the existence of a small equivalence between them. Therefore, we would like to 
determine precisely when a suitable pair exists for two number fields K  and L.
Suppose K and L have a suitable pair S, S'.  Then there is an associated bijection 
T  : S  —► S'  and, for each P £ S, an isometry tp  between the inner product spaces 
( K p / K j ? , (  , )p) and [L*TPI L*pp , ( , ) rp ) .  Moreover, S, S" must contain the sets 
So, S'0 of all infinite and dyadic places, respectively. By [P-S-C , Lemma 1], the given 
bijection T  : S  —> S ’ induces a bijection between the sets So and S q. Therefore if 
any suitable pair exists for K and L,
b ) there exists a bijection T0 : So ^  S'0 such that for every P  £ S0, there 
exists an isometry tp  between the inner product spaces (K p / K ’p ^  , )p) 
and (Lyop/L ^?p ,(  , ) r0p).
(We emphasize that condition b) by itself is actually a statement about the fields 
themselves and not a statement about a specific suitable pair.)
We claim that condition b ), along with
a) - 1  e  K*2 - 1  G L*2,
suffices to guarantee the existence of a suitable pair for K and L.
LEMMA 3.5. Given number fields K  and L which satisfy
a) - 1  € K*2 ^ - l e  L*2;
b )  there exists a bijection Tq : So —> Sq such that for every P  £  So, there 
exists an isom etry tp  between the inner product spaces (Kp/K*p , (  , )p) 
and {Lpop / L ^ oP,( , ) t 0p ) ‘,
then there exists a suitable pair for K  and L.
PROOF OF Lemma 3.5: Starting with the sets So and S q, we build finite sets S 
and S ' to satisfy the conditions i), ii) and iii) of Definition 3.1. First, we make the 
following observations.
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Observations: Let S  be a finite set of places of a number field K which contains all 
infinite and dyadic places of K. Recall that
(3.14) hs {K) \h{K);
that is, the S-class number of K divides the ideal class number of K. Now suppose S  
contains a representative from each of the ideal classes which generate the 2-primary 
subgroup of the ideal class group of K. Then (3.14) implies
hs (K ) = 1 (mod 2).
Moreover, given a set S  with hs (K)  odd, adding additional prime ideals (to obtain 
another set, say S*) will not change the parity of the resulting S*-class number 
since
S C S *  h s ' { K ) \ h s {K).
To construct S  and S',  start with the set So and add enough (non-dyadic) prime 
ideals P of K to obtain a set S* with odd S*- class number. Then we claim:
CLAIM 1: For each prime ideal P added to So, we can add a (non-dyadic) prime 
ideal P'  of L to Sq (to obtain a new set S*) subject to the restriction:
(3.15) - 1  eK*P2 —1 €  L*p,.
Fix a prime ideal P  €  S* \  So- The claim follows from condition a):
- 1  G K*2 &  - 1  € L*2.
If -1 is a global square in both K and L, then it is a local square at every place of 
K and at every place of L. In particular,
- 1  e  K p2 &  - 1 6  LpS.
In this, case, (3.14) imposes no additional conditions on the prime ideal P ' other 
than P ' Sq (that is, P ' must be a non-dyadic prime ideal). On the other hand, if 
-1 is not a global square in either field, then the extensions
K( y / —l) /  K  and L{y /^1 ) /L
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are quadratic. Recall
— 1 G K"p -O- P  splits in K (y /— 1);
likewise for P ' and L. Thus, (3.15) is equivalent to the statement
(3.16) P  splits in K {y f—l)  P ' splits in L (V = I) .
There are infinitely many (non-dyadic) prime ideals P ' of L which split in L (y /—1) 
and infinitely many (non-dyadic) prime ideals P ' of L which do not split in L (y /—i). 
So, we can always choose P ' in such a way as to satisfy (3 .16), or equivalently,
(3.15); thus, CLAIM  1 holds.
If the S*-class number is odd, put 5  — S'* and S ' =  S '.  If not, we can add enough 
(non-dyadic) prime ideals Q' of L to the set S'* to obtain a set S ' with odd S'/-class 
number. As before, for each prime ideal Q' added to S*, we can add a (non-dyadic) 
prime ideal Q to S* (to obtain a set S') subject to the restriction:
- l e K g  —1 G L*q i.
Thus, we have our sets S  and S '. We now claim:
CLAIM  2: S, S ' is a suitable pair for K and L.
Recall the definition of a suitable pair. The sets S  and S ' satisfy conditions i) 
and ii) by construction. Thus it remains to show
iii) there exists a bijection T  : S  —> S ' such that for all p  G S, there ex­
ists an isometry t p between the inner product spaces ( , )p) and
To define the bijection, we extend the given bijection To : Sq —> S'0 by mapping 
P  y-> P ' and Q Q' for each added prime ideal P  and Q of S  . Now fix p  G S. If 
p  G So, condition b) guarantees the existence of the desired isometry. If p  G <S'\5'o, 
then p  and T p  are non-dyadic prime ideals (that is, one of the added pairs P, P ' or 
Q, Q’ ). Therefore, the corresponding inner product spaces have the same dimension
over F 2. Moreover, p  and T p  were chosen subject to the condition
- 1  G K*p &  - 1  G L rV
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By Lemma 2.2 (Kaplansky’s Lemma), the inner product spaces ( , )p)
and (Llpp/Lj?p, ( , ) tp )  are isometric. Hence, condition iii) is satisfied, proving 
that S, S 1 is a suitable pair for K and L, as desired. 1
Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.3 together answer the question we posed at the begin­
ning of Section 3. Namely, when does there exist a small equivalence exist between 
two number fields ?
PROPOSITION 3 .6 . Given two number fields K  and L which satisfy the following 
conditions:
a) - 1  6  K *2 - 1  € L*2;
b) there exists a  bijection To : So —> S'0 such that for every P  £  So, there 
exists an isometry tp  between the inner product spaces { K p / iifp2, ( , )p) 
and (LpoP/L ^ op ,(  , ) r 0p ) ;
then there is a small equivalence between K  and L.
C H A P T E R  IV  
F in iten ess  T h eo rem s a n d  R e la te d  R e su lts
§ IV .l. In tro d u c tio n
Our goal in this chapter is to extend Proposition 3.6 to determine when two 
number fields are reciprocity equivalent. Namely, using results from [P-S-C] and 
an equivalent formulation of the conditions a) and b ) , we show:
THEOREM 4 . 1 .  Let K  and L  be number fields. The following are equivalent:
I) K  and L are reciprocity equivalent.
I I )  These conditions hold:
A ) r i ( K ) = r i (L)
B) - 1  € K *2 ^  - I S  L*2
C) there exists a bijection
Dyadic 
Prime 
Ideals 
o f K
Dyadic
Prime
Ideals
o fL
such that i f  P  «-> Q, then 
[Kp : Q 2 ] =  [ L q  : Q 2] 
and - 1  €  K*p2 ^ - 1 S  V q .
I l l )  There exists a small equivalence between K  and L.
The main theorem of [P-S-C] is the statement that global fields K  and L  of 
characteristic not 2 are reciprocity equivalent if and only if they are W itt equivalent. 
Using this, we restate Theorem 4.1 as follows:
THEOREM 4 . 4 .  Let K  and L be number fields.
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W { K ) ^ W { L )  O  A )  r i (K)  = ri(L)
B ) - 1  e  K*2 - 1  €  I/*2
C) there exists a bijection
' Dyadic 
Prime
Ideals 
. o fK
Dyadic
Prime
Ideals
o fL
such that i f  P  Q, then 
[Kp : Q 2] =  [h<5 : Q2] 
and -  1 e  K*P2 &  —1 €  L g  .
Each of these theorems yields more general results about W itt and reciprocity equiv­
alent number fields. Among them are two finiteness statements for forms over 
number fields.
Section 2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1 and the corollaries which fol­
low. The first corollary concerns reciprocity equivalences between certain quadratic 
extensions of K  and L\ the second is the first finiteness statement. It deals with 
tame and wild (finite) places of a reciprocity equivalence. [P-S-C] shows that a 
reciprocity equivalence canonically induces isomorphisms between the local square- 
class groups. If such a local map sends the equivalence class of a local prime element 
to the equivalence class of a local unit, then the reciprocity equivalence is wild at 
the (finite) place corresponding to the given localization; otherwise, it is tame at 
that (finite) place. The wild set of a reciprocity equivalence consists of all (finite) 
places at which the equivalence is wild. [P-S-C, Theorem l] states that every small 
equivalence of K  and L  can be extended to a reciprocity equivalence which is wild 
at only finitely many places of K .  Combining this with Theorem 4.1 yields the 
second corollary: a reciprocity equivalence (infinite wild set or not) can always be 
replaced by another equivalence which is wild at no more than finitely many places. 
There is a relationship between the number of places in the wild set of a reciprocity 
equivalence and the ideal class numbers of the two equivalent fields; namely, when 
the wild set is empty, the class numbers of the equivalent fields have the same parity. 
In light of this, one might want the number of such places to be as small as possible.
The results on W itt equivalence of number fields, Theorem 4.4 and its corollaries,
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are located in Section 3. The first of these is the second ftniteness statement: for 
fixed n  € N, the number of W itt equivalence classes of number fields of degree n  is 
finite. We prove this by producing an upper bound on the number of classes of fields 
of degree n, using the conditions A ), B ), and C ). To illustrate the power of these 
conditions, we use them to show that there are exactly seven W itt equivalence 
classes of quadratic number fields, represented by Q (y/— l)  , Q ( \ / 2) , Q (y/—2) , 
Q (y/7) , Q (y/—7) , Q ( \/l7 )  , and Q {y/~ 17) (they had been previously classified 
up to tame equivalence by A. Czogala in [Cz]). A brief algorithm (which arises 
from the proof) for determining the class of an arbitrary quadratic number field is 
also included. The last corollary relates W itt equivalence of number (global) fields 
to  th a t of the corresponding p-adic (local) fields. Perlis, Szymiczek, and Conner 
note that the existence of a reciprocity equivalence (t , T ) between K  and L  implies 
tha t W  (K p) =  W  (Lxp ) for all places p  of K.  Given a bijection T  : fIk  f°r
which W  (Kp)  and W  (Lxp)  are isomorphic as additive groups for all p (E CIk , we 
conclude that W  (K)  and W  (L ) are isomorphic as rings.
§IV .2 . C onsequences o f R e c ip ro c ity  E quivalence
Let K  and L  be number fields which satisfy Proposition 3.6; then there exists 
a small equivalence between them. By [P-S-C, Theorem l] a small equivalence 
always can be extended to a reciprocity equivalence. This, together with [P-S-C, 
Lemma 1], gives us:
THEOREM 4 . 1 .  Let K  and L be number Reids. The following axe equivalent.
I) K  and L are reciprocity equivalent.
H ) These conditions hold:
A ) r1(K) = r 1(L)
B ) - 1  e  K*2 &  - 1  €  L*2
C) there exists a bijection
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Dyadic ) ( Dyadic '
Prime I I Prime
Ideals I I Ideals
o fK  ) I o fL
such that i f  P  Q, then
[KP : Q 2 ] =  [L q  : Q 2] 
and - 1  €  K p  &  - 1  € Lq2.
I l l )  There exists a small equivalence between K  and L.
P r o o f  o f  T h eor em  4 .1: I I I )  =>-1) is [P-S-C, Theorem 1]. One easily checks I)  
=*► I I )  using the definition of reciprocity equivalence (a proof can also be found in 
[P-S-C , Lemma 1]).
To establish I I)  => I I I ) ,  it suffices to show that conditions A ), B ), and C) imply 
conditions a) and b) of Proposition 3.6 (we remark that A ), B ), and C) are, in 
fact, equivalent to a) and b); however, to prove the theorem we need to show only 
one implication). Condition a) is simply a restatement of condition B ). To obtain 
the bijection To : So —* S'0 in condition b ), extend the given bijection between the 
dyadic prime ideals of K  and L  by mapping the real infinite primes of K  to the real 
infinite primes of L  and the complex infinite primes of K  to the complex infinite 
primes of L. We can do this since condition A) implies that K  and L  have the 
same number of real infinite primes. That is, by condition C ), we obtain
[K : Q] =  Y ,  \K e  ■ % ] =  E : =  1£  : <*]•
P . Q
d y a d i c  d y a d i c
Since t i {K) +  2 • r^{K)  =  [K : Q] =  [L : Q] =  r i (L) +  2 • r 2(L), K and L  must also 
have the same number of complex infinite primes: ri[K) — r2{L).
By way of condition C ), we have
( K ' p / K f ,  { , )P ) . ~  (L ‘TaP/L % P, ( , ) t , p )
t8ometric
for all dyadic prime ideals P  of K . Thus, it remains to check this condition for the 
non-dyadic places P G So. Now if P  E So is a non-dyadic place, both P  and ToP 
must be either real infinite primes or complex infinite primes. In either case, the 
corresponding inner product spaces have the same dimension over F 2. Moreover, P
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and TqP  real infinite primes means that -1 is not a local square in the corresponding 
F 2-inner product spaces; if P, TqP  are complex infinite primes, -1 is a local square in 
both spaces. Hence Lemma 2.2 (Kaplansky’s Lemma) guarantees that the desired 
isometry exists. Therefore condition b) is satisfied, so by Proposition 3,6, there is 
a small equivalence between K  and L. 1
Given reciprocity equivalent number fields K  and L, what, if anything, can be 
said about extensions of K  and L  ? For the simplest such extensions, quadratic 
extensions if K  and L, we have the following result:
COROLLARY 4 . 2 .  Let K  and L be number Helds. I f  (t, T ) i s  a reciprocity equivalence 
between K  and L, then for any a 6  K * / K*2
K  (y/a) and L (y/ta^j are reciprocity equivalent.
P r o o f  o f  C o r o llary  4.2: Fix a e  K * / K * 2. By Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show 
K(-l/a )  and L(y/ta) satisfy conditions A ), B ), and C ). We observe tha t a € K*2 if 
and only if ta  E L*2. In particular, a E K *2 implies
K(y/a ) =  K  and L(y/ta ) =  L
in which case, we are done. Thus we may assume a ^  K*2 (and ta  ^  L*2 ).
We observe that a is positive in the real embedding of K  (which corresponds to 
the real infinite prime p of K )  if and only if
( o ,  l ) j p  =  1  O -  [ta, 1 ) t ( p  =  1
if and only if ta  is positive in the real embedding of L  (which corresponds to the 
real infinite prime T p  of L ) .  In particular, the number of real embeddings of K  in 
which a is positive is equal to the number of real embeddings of L  in which ta is 
positive. Thus, since
ri(A '(v /fl)) =  2 ( #  real embeddings of K  in which a  is positive)
and
ri{L{y/ta)) =  2 ( #  real embeddings of L  in which ta is positive), 
we obtain r 1(JT(y/a)) =  ri(L(y/ta)),  or condition A ) holds.
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Now we check that K(y/a) and L(y/ta) satisfy condition B ):
- 1  e  K (\/a )*2 -O- —1 E K *2 or a = - 1  in K * / K * 2 
- 1  G L*2 or ta  =  - 1  in L*/L*2 
O - l G  L(y/ta)*2.
It remains to verify condition C ). Fix an arbitrary dyadic prime ideal p  of K . It 
suffices to show:
CLAIM: There exists a bijection
{ Dyadic Prime Ideals of K(yfa)  
lying over p
Dyadic Prime 
Ideals of L(y/ta) 
lying over T p
such tha t if P  «-»■ Q, then
[Jfp(v^) : K r \ =  [ ig (V fS ) : LTp]
and
—1 G Kp(y/a)*2 &  - 1  G I q ( \ ^ ) * 2.
T hat is, each dyadic prime ideal P  of K(y/a)  lies over precisely one dyadic prime 
ideal of K  and likewise for L(y/ta).  Moreover, for each dyadic prime ideal p  of K,  
we have [Kp : Q2] =  [L>Tp '• Q2]- Thus, if the claim holds we have
\ K P {V~a) : Q 2] =  \K P {yfi )  : K p] \ K P : Q 2]
=  \LQ{y/ta)  : L t p] [LTp : Q2]
=  [LQ(y/ia) : Q2].
To prove the claim, we begin by noting that
p  splits in K(y/a) a G
O  (a, b) p =  1 for all b G K*p/K * 2 
(ta,c)TP =  1 for all c G L*TplL*Tp
O t a e
r*2
O  T p  splits in L{y/ta).
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Hence K(y/a)  and L (\/ta ) have precisely the same number of dyadic prime ideals 
lying over p  and Tp, respectively. That is, we can always define a bijection as 
desired.
Fix such a bijection. Suppose p  (hence Tp)  splits. Then if P  <-> Q, we must have
[.K P(y/a) : K p\ =  1 =  [L q (V ui) : L t p],
or
- 1  € K P(y/a)*2 - 1  €  Kp2
^ - i e  l *tp 
«0 - 1  €  L Q{y/ta)*2.
On the other hand, if p , T p  are non-split prime ideals, then P  «-> Q yields
(AXv'S) : K p] =  2 =  [ i g ( v ^ )  : L Tp\
and
- 1  € K P{ ^ ) * 2 0 - 1 6  K ; 2 or a = - 1  in K*p/K * 2 
0 - 1 6  L $ p or ta = - 1  in L*Tp/L*^p 
0-1 6  L Q(Vta)*2.
Therefore, the claim holds and, by Theorem 4.1, K(y/a)  and L (\/ta )  are reciprocity 
equivalent. B
Given a reciprocity equivalence (t ,T)  between the number fields K  and L,  Perlis, 
Szymiczek, and Conner make the following definitions:
Definition 4.1: The reciprocity equivalence (t , T ) is said to be tame at the (finite) 
place P  of fIk  if
ordp(a) =  ord,Tp(ta) (mod 2)
for all square classes a € K* / K * 2, and wild otherwise. The set of all (finite) places 
P  at which the equivalence is wild is call the wild set of {t,T).
(Do not confuse this with tame and wild ramification of prime ideals in number 
fields.) Furthermore,
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Definition 4.2: The reciprocity equivalence (t , T ) is called a tame equivalence if 
(t ,T ) is tame at every (finite) place P  of fijf, and a wild equivalence otherwise.
There is a relationship between tame equivalence and the ideal class numbers of K  
and L. If K  and L  are tamely equivalent, then
h ( K ) = h(L) (mod 2)
(see [P-S-C , Section 3] for a proof).
Certainly not every reciprocity equivalence is tame. However, if there is a small 
equivalence between K  and L,  [P-S-C] shows that it can be tamely extended to a 
reciprocity equivalence (t , T ) between K  and L. That is to say, (t , T ) is tame at all 
places not involved in the small equivalence. Thus we can extend the small equiv­
alence to obtain a reciprocity equivalence which has a finite wild set. Combining 
this fact with Theorem 4.1, we have:
COROLLARY 4 .3 .  Given reciprocity equivalent number Helds K  and L, there exists 
(perhaps another) reciprocity equivalence between them which is wild at only finitely 
many places o f K .
PROOF of  C o r o lla r y  4.3: By Theorem 4.1, K  and L  reciprocity equivalent 
implies the existence of a small equivalence between them. [P-S-C , Theorem l] 
guarantees that we can tamely extend this small equivalence to (perhaps another) 
reciprocity equivalence of K  and L. Therefore, the second reciprocity equivalence 
could be wild only at those (finite) places which appeared in the original small 
equivalence. Hence, the latter reciprocity equivalence is wild at only finitely many 
places of K . |
In particular, if reciprocity equivalences with infinite wild sets really do exist, we 
can replace them by those which are wild at only finitely many places. Thus, if one 
so chooses, one can avoid equivalences with infinite wild sets, although such may 
have interesting properties of their own.
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§IV.3. W itt  E quivalence  o f N u m b e r  F ields
The main theorem of [P-S-C] is the statement that global fields K  and L  of
characteristic not 2 are reciprocity equivalent if and only if they are W itt equivalent. 
Using this, we restate Theorem 4.1 as follows:
THEOREM 4 .4 .  Let K  and L be number fields.
Theorem 4.4 determines when two number fields are in the same W itt equivalence
W itt equivalent number fields must have the same degree over Q (see [P-S-C, 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 2]). In light of this, we pose the following question:
QUESTION: Fix n  G N. W hat can be said about the number of W itt equivalence 
classes of number fields of degree n?
Let K  be an arbitrary number field of degree n. If K  is totally complex, then 
there are no real embeddings of K . On the other hand, if K  is totally real, then 
there are at most n distinct embeddings of K  into the field of real numbers. Hence, 
condition A ) gives us at most (n +  l) different classes of number fields of degree n. 
Clearly condition B ) divides each of these (n + 1) possible classes into at most two 
more classes, depending on whether or not -1 is a global square. Furthermore, the
W ( K )  =  W{L)  &  A  ) r 1{ K ) = r 1{L) 
B ) - 1  €  K*2 &  - 1  €  L*2
C) there exists a bijection
Dyadic
Prime
Ideals
o fL
such that i f  P  Q, then 
[Kp : Q 2] =  [ L q  : Q 2] 
and -  1 6  K p  ^ - 1  €
class via conditions A ), B ), and C ). Perlis, Szymiczek, and Conner prove that two
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Fundamental Equality of Number Theory implies that a number field of degree n
in the form of the following corollary:
COROLLARY 4 .5 .  Fix n E N. The number o f W itt equivalence classes of number 
fields o f degree n is finite.
bound; with more work we can show:
LEMMA 4 .6 .  Fix n E N. The number of W itt equivalence classes o f number fields 
o f degree n is bounded by
there is only one number field of degree 1, namely Q itself, there is precisely one 
W itt equivalence class of number fields of degree 1 . For n =  2 , the bound given in
(4.2) is 24 classes and that in (4.1) is 48. As we shall see in Corollary 4.7, there 
are only seven W itt equivalence classes of quadratic number fields.
P r o o f  OF L em m a  4 .6: Conditions A ), B ), and C) of Theorem 4.4 divide the 
number fields of degree n into equivalence classes. Condition A ), for example, 
specifies that fields in the same class must have the same number of real infinite
can have at most n dyadic prime ideals, each with a local degree of at least one and 
no more than n. Lastly, either -1 is or is not a local square at each of these dyadic 
prime ideals. Thus, altogether, condition C ) subdivides each of the above classes 
into no more than 2n2 classes. Therefore, we have at most
(4.1) (n +  1) 2 (2 n2) =  4 (n +  1) n2
distinct W itt equivalence classes of number fields of degree n. We summarize this
While (4.1) suffices to establish Corollary 4.5, we were able to obtain a sharper
(4.2)
a l l
p a r t i t i o n s  
A  o f  n
where denotes the least integer greater than or equal to the number and
|A| the number o f terms in the partition A o f n.
We remark that this bound is not intended to be the best possible. In fact, in the 
case n = 1 , the bound in (4.2) indicates tha t there are at most 4 W itt equivalence 
classes of number fields of degree 1 (while (4.1) gives a maximum of 8 classes). As
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primes. Thus, given an arbitrary number field K  of degree n, we must count the 
number of distinct values which r i (K)  can assume.
Recalling that we can write the global degree n  of K  as the sum
(4.3) n  =  r i (K)  + 2 • V2{K)
we see that
0  < r \ (K)  < n.
Clearly, r \ {K)  can assume at most ( n +  1) distinct values. However (4.3) implies 
that the parity of n  and ri{K)  must be the same. Therefore, if n  (hence ri{K))  
is odd, r i ( K ) can assume at most distinct values; if n  (hence r ^ i f ) )  is even, 
r \ {K)  can assume no more than distinct values. Using the notation [a] to 
denote the least integer greater that or equal to the number a,  we can combine our 
observations into one statement which does not mention parity. Namely, there are 
at most
n  +  1 
2
distinct values of r\{K).
Turning to condition B ), we see that fields in which -1 is a global square cannot 
be equivalent to those in which -1 is not a global square. Therefore, condition B) 
divides each of the above groups into at most two distinct classes.
Lastly, we consider condition C). Given two equivalent fields of degree n, con­
dition C) states tha t not only must the sets of local degrees at the dyadic prime 
ideals match up, but for corresponding dyadic prime ideals, -1 must be either a 
local square at both prime ideals or at neither. Thus, if 6 represents one such set 
of local degrees at the dyadic prime ideals and |<5| the number of dyadic prime ide­
als associated with 6, there are at most 2 ^  distinct classes of fields of degree n 
corresponding to 8. Hence, summing over all possible distinct sets 6, we see that 
condition C) divides each of the previous groups of fields into at most
E 2'5'
6
distinct classes of number fields of degree n.
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In order to describe the sets 8 more explicitly, we use the Fundamental Equality 
of Number Theory:
9
(4.4) n  =  \KPi • Qp]
*=i
where {Pi ,  P2 , • • • > Pg) denotes the set of all dyadic prime ideals of K.  It is clear 
from (4.4) that the corresponding set of local degrees 8 =  {[K p { : Qp]}?=1 form a 
partition of n. In fact, any partition of n  can be viewed as a (possible) set of local 
degrees for the dyadic prime ideals of K.  Thus, the number of partitions of n  counts 
the number of possible sets 8. Moreover, given a partition A of n, the number of 
terms, |A |, of A gives the number of dyadic prime ideals associated with A. Hence, 
condition C) yields at most
( E *')
'  a l l  '
p a r t i t i o n s  
A o f  n
distinct classes of fields.
Combining the observations we have obtained from each of the three conditions 
A ), B ), and C ), we arrive at an upper bound on the number of W itt equivalence 
classes of number fields of degree n. In particular, the number of classes is bounded 
by
n  +  1
(2) • ( E  2'A \
x al l  
p a r t i t i o n s  
A o f  n
Absorbing the term (2) into the sum, we obtain
n  +  1
aU
p a r t i t i o n s  
A o f  n
as desired. |
Recall that K  ~  L  means W ( K )  =  W(L) .  As an example, we consider theW
family of quadratic number fields. Applying the conditions A ), B ), and C) directly, 
we can show the following:
COROLLARY 4.7. There are exactly seven W itt equivalence classes o f quadratic 
number fields, represented by Q (\/— 1), Q(\/2)j Q (\/—2 ), Q (\/7), Q (\/—7), Q (\/l7 ),
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and Q (\/—17). In particular, given a quadratic number field K, write K  =  Q (\/n), 
where n  €  Z is square-free and n ^ l .  Then
(1) n =  —1 =►
(2 ) n  7 ^ —1 odd, and
|n| = 3 , 5  (mod 8) =► K  ~  Q ^ ( - 1 ) “'»"(") • 2^
|»| =  7 (mod 8) =» K  ~  Q ^ y / ( - l ) sirn(n) • 7^
|n| =  1 (mod 8) => K  ~  Q ^ \ / ( - l ) fi‘'5n(n) • 17^
(3) n even * K ~  Q ( v ^ I )  atgn(n) . 2^
We note that the family of quadratic number fields had been classified previously 
up to  tame equivalence by A. Czogala (see [Cz]).
P r o o f  o f  C o r o l l a r y  4 .7 :  Every quadratic number field can be written in the 
form
(4.5) Q(V^) where n  7  ^ 1 is a square-free integer.
Consequently, whenever we write ”Q(y/n)”, the number ”n” is understood to be as 
in (4.5).
Let K  = Q (\/n) be an arbitrary quadratic number field. If —1 € K*2, then we 
must have n  =  —1, since Q (\/—I) is the only quadratic number field in which -1 
is a global square. Moreover, by condition B ), we observe tha t Q (\/—1) cannot
be W itt equivalent to any other quadratic number field. In light of this, we may
assume that n  7  ^ — 1.
Let us consider condition A ). Recall that for any number field K,
r 1{ K ) + 2 - r 2{K) = [K:Q) .
In particular, if K  is quadratic, we have
r x { K )  +  2 • r i ( K )  =  2 .
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Hence, r \{K)  =  0 or r2[K)  =  2. More specifically,
r i (K)  = 2  <=> n  >  0
and
r i ( K ) = 0  -O- n < 0.
Therefore, we have
Q(Vn) ~  Q (\/m ) =$■ both n, m  > 0  or both n , m  < 0.
We prove the case for n, m  >  0 here, the case for n, m  < 0 being identical.
Assume n > 0. The Fundamental Equality of Number Theory implies that a 
quadratic number field K  has either one dyadic prime ideal or precisely two (dis­
tinct) dyadic prime ideals. In fact, K  has two dyadic prime ideals if and only if the 
rational prime number 2 splits in K  if and only if n =  1 (mod 8). Using condition
C) of Theorem 4.4 (and assuming n, m  > 0 ), we obtain
(4.6) Q (\/n) ~  Q(Vm) ==>•
both n, m  =  1 (mod 8) or both n, m  1 (mod 8).
Observations:
1) Since n  is a square-free integer, we have
n = 1 ,2 ,3 ,5 , 6  or 7 (mod 8)
(that is, n  ^  0 or 4 (mod 8)). Thus n ^  1 (mod 8) means n = 2 ,3 ,5 ,6 , or 7 
(mod 8).
2) The set {[Kp : Q2]}p dyadic en^irely determined by the number of dyadic 
prime ideals of K.  Namely, by the Fundamental Equality of Number Theory, 
K  has only one dyadic prime ideal, say P, if and only if [Kp : Q2] =  2 and 
two dyadic prime ideals, say Pi and P2-> if and only if [Kpt : Q2] =  1 for 
t =  1,2. Thus, any bijection between the sets of dyadic prime ideals of two 
quadratic number fields automatically preserves the local degrees over Q2-
It remains to determine when -1 is a local square at a dyadic prime ideal of K . 
By observation 2 ), if K  has two dyadic prime ideals Pi and P2, then K p{ =  Q2 for
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i =  1,2. So, -1 is not a local square in Kp{, i =  1,2. Thus assuming n , m  > 0,
(4.7) both n, m =  1 (mod 8) ==> Q (\/n) ~  Q(v/i^)-
On the other hand, if K  has only one dyadic prime ideal P, {n ^  1 (mod 8)) then
-1 6 K*p <=> Q2(V^ ) = Q2(V I^)
<==>■ n  =  —1 ■ square in Q2
<=> (n is odd and) n = —1 =  7 (mod 8).
Hence, for n ,m  > 0 and n ,m  ^  1 (mod 8), we obtain
Q (\/n) ~  Q (\/m ) -$=£*
both n ,m  = 7 (mod 8) or both n ,m  = 2 ,3 ,5  or 6 (mod 8).
Combining this with (4.6) and (4 .7), for n ,m  > 0 we have shown
Q(Vn) ~  Q(-v/m) <=>■ both n, m  = 1 (mod 8)
or
both n, m  = 7 (mod 8 ) 
or
both n ,m  =  2 ,3 ,5  or 6 (mod 8).
Similarly for n ,m  < 0 we obtain
Q(-\/n) ~  Q(-v/m) <=> both n ,m  = 1 (mod 8)
or
both n, m  = 7 (mod 8) 
or
both n ,m  =  2 ,3 ,5  or 6 (mod 8).
Therefore, using the conditions of Theorem 4.4, we have produced seven (distinct) 
W itt equivalence classes of quadratic number fields (including Q (\/—!)). Further­
more, our analysis shows that each of these is a full equivalence class.
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We choose representatives as follows:
(4.8)
for n = —1,
n < 0, n =  7 (mod 8), 
n < 0 , n  =  1 (mod 8),
n > 0, n =  7 (mod 8), 
n  > 0 , n =  1 (mod 8),
n < 0, n  =  2 ,3 ,5  or 6 (mod 8),
n > 0, n =  2 ,3 ,5  or 6 (mod 8),
Q(v/= l)
Q(V2)
Q(\/7)
Q(VT7)
Q ( V = 2 )
Q(%/Z 17)
Q (V C 7 ).
Note that for n  > 0 , we have
n = | n | (mod 8) 
where | n \ denotes the absolute value of n, and for n < 0 ,
—n  =  | n | (mod 8).
Rewriting the congruences in (4.8) in terms of | n \ and letting
yields the desired algorithm. |
In proving I I )  => I I I )  of Theorem 4.1, we considered the local fields K p  and L q , 
where P  and Q were places of K  and L,  respectively. With that in mind, one might 
ask if there is a relationship between global W itt rings and local W itt rings. By 
Theorem 4.4, W  (K)  =  W  (L ) implies K  and L  are reciprocity equivalent, say via 
(t ,T).  It is not difficult to see tha t this implies that W ( K p )  = W[Lpp]  as rings 
(hence as additive groups) for all places P  of K.  Theorem 4.4 gives the converse; 
that is, almost the converse. We show if there exists a bijection T  : fI k  —> O l for 
which W ( K p )  = W  (L p p ) as additive groups for all places P  of K ,  then W  (K ) = 
W  (L ) as rings. We conclude this section with a proof of this fact.
COROLLARY 4 .8 .  Let K  and L be number fields.
I f  there exists a bijection T  : fik  —► LIl such that
sign(n) =
+ 1  for n > 0 
—1 for n < 0
(4.9) W ( K P)
GROUPS
W  {Lt p) for all p  G Uk
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then
W ( K )  = WIL) .
RINGS
P r o o f  o f  C o r o l l a r y  4.8: Once again, it suffices to check conditions A ), B ), 
and C ) of Theorem 4.4 for K  and L.  We begin by observing
( Z/2, if go is a complex infinite prime
Z, if go is a real infinite prime
v , v__IK/ 0f order 2^ Kf,:^ +4, if go is a dyadic prime ideal
, finite of order 16, if go is a non-dyadic prime ideal
and similarly for W  {Lt p)- Thus T  must map the set of real infinite primes of K  
bijectively onto the set of real infinite primes of L. In particular, we obtain
r i ( K ) = r i (L),
hence condition A ) is satisfied.
Note that (4.10) also implies that T  does induce a bijection between the set of 
dyadic prime ideals of K  and the set of dyadic prime ideals of L\ moreover
[K p : Q 2] =  [L t p ■ Q2]
for each dyadic prime ideal go of K.  That is, given a dyadic prime ideal go of K,  the 
local degree [K p : Q2] >  1 so
# W { K P) =  2 ^ :^ +4 > 32;
likewise for L. Hence if go € Qk  is a dyadic prime ideal,
=*■ [ ^  : Q2] =  [£tp : Q2].
G R O U P S
As for the square-class of -1 in K p and L t p, we note that for any place go of K:
—1 6  / f *2 <=> W ( K p ) has additive 2-torsion
■<=£• W  (L t p) had additive 2-torsion by (4.9)
(4.11) - 1  G Lyp.
Thus K  and L  satisfy condition C). Condition B ) follows from (4.11) and the
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Global-Square Theorem:
—1 G K*2 <=$■ —1 G Kp2 for all p G f ix  by the Global-Square Theorem
<=> —1G L'rp for all T p  GQl  by (4.11)
■<=>■ — 1 G L*2 by the Global-Square Theorem.
Therefore, K  and L  are W itt equivalent, or W ( K )  =  W(L)  (as rings). |
In closing, we mention that this result is reminiscent of C.M. Cordes’ Theorem 
(see [Co]), showing that two fields with finitely many square classes and isomorphic 
W itt groups often have isomorphic W itt rings.
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IN D E X  OF D E F IN IT IO N S
The following is a list of terminology and the page on which it was defined.
regular or non-degenerate . . .  5
orthogonal complement . . .  6
metabolizer . . .  6
isometric . . .  6
isometry . . .  6
W itt ring . . .  7
W itt equivalent . . .  7
place . . .  7
infinite place or infinite prime . . .  7
finite place . . .  7
Hilbert symbol . . .  9
reciprocity equivalence . . .  10
ring of 5-integers . . .  10
5-units . . .  11
group of units of Ok  • • • 11
group of 5-units modulo squares . . .  11
ideal class group . . .  11
ideal class number . . .  11
5-ideal class group . . .  11
5-ideal class number . . .  11
totally isotropic . . .  13
not totally isotropic . . .  13
cycle cs of K  . . .  21
a =  1 (mod mod*cs) . . .  21
generalized ideal class group associated to the cycle Cs ■.. 22 
suitable pair . . .  30 
small equivalence . . .  31
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H s j H s' • • • 32 
tame . . .  52 
wild . . .  52 
wild set . . .  52 
tame equivalence . . .  53 
wild equivalence . . .  53
IN D E X  OF NO TATIO N
The following is a list of frequently used notation and the page on which it was 
introduced.
(F,/3) . . .  inner product space, 5 
HorriE(V,E) . . .  vector space dual of V, 5 
W  -1- . . .  orthogonal complement of W, 6 
W{E)  . . .  W itt ring of the field E,  7 
K  ~  L  . . .  W itt equivalence, 7W
Ok  • • • ring of integers of K,  7
f2k  • • • set of all places of If, 7
S qo . . .  set of all infinite places of K,  7
r \ (K)  . . .  number of real infinite primes of IT, 8
r 2 (If) . . .  number of complex infinite primes of If, 8
[L : K] . . .  degree of the field extension P /I f ,  8
Q . . .  field of rational numbers, 8
K p . . .  p-adic completion of K  at the place go, 8
E*/E*2 . . .  group of square-classes of the field E,  9
(a,b)p . . .  Hilbert symbol of the elements (a,b) of K  at the place P, 9
(t, T) . . .  reciprocity equivalence, 10
Ok  {S) • • • ring of 5-integers of K,  10
Uk {S) • • • group of 5-units of K,  11
Uk  ■ ■ • group of units of K,  11
UK (S) /UK (S)2 . . .  group of 5-units of K  modulo squares, 11
C(K) . . .  ideal class group of If , 11
h(K)  . . .  ideal class number of If, 11
C S(K) . . .  5-ideal class group of If, 11
hs ( K ) . . .  5-ideal class number of If, 11
F 2 . . .  finite field with two elements, 12
(# 5 )  . . .  order of the finite set 5, 16
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g%{K) . . .  number of dyadic prime ideals of K,  17 
G(S) . . .  see Page 18
y  =  ( y , . . . , y )  . . .  image of the element y of K*  in G(5'), 18 
( , )5 . . .  see Page 18 
i s  . . .  see Page 19
cs . . .  cycle of K  associated with S, 21
ep{K)  . . .  ramification index of the prime ideal P  in K,  21
I (K ,  cs) • ■ • set of fractional O/(-ideals prime to cycle cs,  21
P(K ,cs )  . . .  set of principle O/(-ideals with generator congruent to 1 mod*cs, 21
Ct{K, cs) . . .  generalized ideal class group associated to cycle cs of K,  22
A . . .  class of the ideal A € I (K , c s ) ,  in Ci{K,cs),  22
[ A ] . . .  square-class of A , 22
<f> . . .  see Page 23
ci{Q) . . .  class of the ideal Q in the ideal class group, 25 
<f> . . .  see Page 27
I k  . . .  group of fractional 0/r-ideals, 28 
S, S '  . . .  suitable pair for K  and L, 30
S q, S'0 . . .  set of all infinite and dyadic places of K  and L  respectively, 30 
Ts . . .  see Page 31 
Hs,Hs> ■.. see Page 32
d ss1 ■ • • obstruction to S, S ' yielding a small equivalence, 33 
. . .  see Page 35 
[a] . . .  least integer greater than or equal to a, 55 
| A\ . . .  number of terms in the partition A  of n, 55 
|n| . . .  absolute value of the number n, 61 
si<7n(n) . . .  sign of the real number n, 61
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